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ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE IN LINCOLNSHIRE PRIMARY SCHOOLS: 

ABSTRACT: 

A CASE STUDY AND SURVEY 

BY 

M~E. CORNWELL 

1) An historical overview traces the start of concern for the 

environment in tie latter part of the 19th century through to 

recent international conferences to discuss the importance and 

implementation of environmental education at all levels. The 

case is then put for the importance of a structured environmental 

science scheme in primary education tailored to children's 

development. 

2) A case study of a Lincolnshire primary school follows the 

planning, building and utilisation of a school environmental 

science area. It includes the development of an environmental 

science curriculum and the production of suitable interpretative 

materials and teaching aids. This is followed by an attempt 

at a summative evaluation of its effect. 

3) The results of a questionnaire survey of Lincolnshire primary 

schools to determine the present situation with regard to 

environmental science practice, facilities, and provision are 

presented. These are compared with a similar survey carried out 

ten years previously. Minor differences are revealed but the 

overall pattern of results indicates that there has been little 

improvement in the intervening decade, and that a great deal of 

work still needs to be done if environmental science in primary 

schools is to be accorded its rightful position and importance 

in the curriculum. 
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"Bubbles gargled delicately, bluebottles 
Wove a strong gauze of sound around the smell 
There were dragonflies, spotted butterflies, 
But best of all was the thick slobber 
Of frogspawn that grew like clotted water 
In the shade of the banks. Here, every spring 
I would fill jampotfuls of the jellied 
Specks to range on windowsills at home, 
On shelves at school, and wait and watch until 
The fattening dots 
Swimming tadpoles. 

burst into nimble-
Miss Walls would tell us how 

The daddy frog was called a bullfrog 
And how he croaked and how the mammy frog 
Laid hundreds of little eggs and this was 
Frogspawn. You could tell the weather by frogs too 
For they were yellow in the sun and brown 
In rain." 

From 'Death of a Naturalist' 
by Seamus Heaney. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction: 

a short history· of 

Environmental Education 



'Education is a process,and environmental education 
is a style of education, not entirely new but becoming 
more important every year.' 

(S.McB. Carson 1978) 

It was the Industrial Revolution which spawned the 
modern concept of 'environment'. By the late nineteenth 
century many working people were living in very poor con
ditions and Britain became the first country in the world 
to experience an urban· environmental problem. The addition 
of restrictive learning practices in Board and Public 
Schools made it apparent that Victorian society's outwardly 
confident air of authority disguised an inner social 
repression. 

·Into such a climate came a new search for an improved 
human environment by some of the more critical thinkers 
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of the time. To the forefront was Patrick Geddes (1854-
1933), a Scottish Professor of Botany. He followed the 
current sociolo~ical thinking of Frederick Le Play (1806-82), 
was dissatisfied with school learning methods, and 
horrified at Britain's uncontrolled urban growth. He 
dedicated himself to the improvement of both education 
and the environment. In Edinburgh in 1889 he opened 
what was to be a unique educational establishment; The 
Outlook Tower. 

Hewas ahead of his time by expounding the theory 
that children would learn better and develop a creative 
attitude to their surroundings by constructive contact 
with the environment. He believed human life could only 
flourish if towns and cities were beautiful and stimulating 
places to live, and demonstrated his ideas through regional 
and civic survey work conducted from The Outlook.Tower. 
It is now generally agreed (Martin & Wheeler 1975) that 
Geddes my be regarded as the 'founding father of 
environmental education.' 

After his death, the idea of education as a means 
of environmental awareness was taken up by the Le Play 
society. Their main approach was published in 1930 in 
the book 'An Introduction to Regional Surveying' by 



C.C. Fagg and G.8. Hutchings. It provided a basic 
methodology for field studies in the countryside and was 
an influential contribution to environmental studies 
development in schools. 

The 1930's showed an increase in concern about urban 
encroachment into the countryside, voiced by the Council 
for the Preservation of Rural England (founded in 1926). 
They were the first group to pressurise for national 
educational activity to protect the countryside. Such 
concerns were recognised by the creation of the Council 
for the Promotion of Field Studies in 1943 (now known 
as the Field Studies Council). Their aim was to provide 
residential centres where school and college parties 
could undertake scientific fieldwork. These activities 
produced an increase in countryside-related educational 
work. 

After the Second World 'liar many plans for environ
mental improvement expressed themselves in the Town and 
Country Planning Act of 1947. The need for a high quality 
urban environment had at last been officially recognised. 
The term 'conservation' was coming into increasing usage 
ani 'conservation of nature' was a genuine concern in 
the wake of increased urbanisation. 

The Nature Conservancy Council was instituted in 
1949 ani soon emphasised the need for a government policy 
on education to protect the countryside. The Conservation 
Corps., (now the National Conservation Volunteers) were 
formed in 1959 to give people the opportunity to actively 
participate in habitat management and protection. 

The council of Nature was also formed and advertised 
the problems of wildlife through such activities as 
National Nature Week 1963. The media took up the banner, 
and programmes concerning all aspects of the countryside 
and conservation now form a significant part of television 
and radio output. 

In May 1963 the Council for Nature 
newspaper held a Wildlife Exhibition. 

and The Observer 
It highlighted 

the lack of leadership, collaboration and official policy 
towards countryside conservation. This was noticed by 
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the Council's patron, HRH The Duke of Edinburgh, who 
initiated a series of study conferences entitled 'The 
Countryside in 1970'. 

The first of these conferences, held in 1963, gathered 
representatives from over ninety organisations and many 
reports, policy decisions, and surveys followed. One 
of the decisions made was to call a conference at Keele 
University in March 1965. It was here that the term 
'environmental education' was heard for the first time 
in Britain, although it had been in use in the United 
States for many years. It was also agreed that an under
standing of the environment was so important that it 
should become part of the education of everybody. 

In all, seventeen recommendations were made concerning 
the actions of schools, colleges, and local authorities. 
Two of these are of particular concern to teachers: 

"1) The education system should provide a wider 
understanding of the natural environment as a contribution 
to the cultural values of a liberal education and as an 
essential basis for the conservation and enhancement of 
the countryside. 

2) The education of children should be enriched 
by making full use of the resources of the countryside 
wherever possible and appropriate." 

(Environmental Education Report No. 9.) 
It is widely accepted (Carson; D.E.S. Review; 
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Martin & Wheeler) that the modern environmental movement 
began as a result of this conference. Their recommendations 
led to the forming of the Council for 8nvironmental 
Education in 1968. Its' purpose was to provide a focal 
point for the co-ordination of projects and organisations, 
and to act as a distribution point for advice and resources. 
In other words, it was to provide the machinery to assist 
the growth of environmental education in England and Wales. 
At the same time a Committee on Education and the Country
side was created to do a similar job in Scotland. 

The Plowden Report of 1967, 'Childrp.n and their 
Primary Schools', emphasised the value of using the 
environment and so, at all levels of education, teachers 



began to introdllce new environmental studies courses. 
This, in turn, produced difficulties in the definition of 
the term 'environmental studies' and its' relationship 
to environmental education and varying academic disciplines. 
Carson (1977) defines it simply as 'applied studies of 
the environment' but it is an argument which has never 
been fully resolved and will be returned to later in the 
text. 

The acceptance of a need for environmental education 
led to a curriculum development phase which started in 
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1961 witn the establishment of the Nuffield Science Teaching 
Project and is still continuing today. 

The Nuffield project produced sets of materials to 
be used in any way the teacher wished to promote scientific 
experimentation and thinking. The work started with 'Q' 
level projects following on to an 'A' level syllabus. 
These projects produced a radical rethink in the way 
science, and its' related subjects could be taught in 
schools. 

In 1964 work started on Nuffield Junior Science and 
a great deal of time was spent in schools finding out 
how children learnt. The aim was to help teachers, through 
project publications, to become more expert in promoting 
enquiry among young children. Although the materials 
produced contained some excellent ideas, the take-up 
of the project was not as hiGh as was hoped. Ingle and 
Jennings (1981) produce three possible barriers to progress: 

1) A lack of primary teachers with adequate expertise 
in the understanding and teaching of science. 

2) The attitude of training colleges where science 
education is too often treated as an optional study. 

3) A general lack of support by the advisory services 
in many areas of the country. 

The Schools Council responded to the need for 
curriculum development in environmental and science 
education by initiating several major projects. The 
Science 5/13 project was specifically aimed at the primary 
sector and was another attempt to produce materials and 



ideas. Great reliance was placed on the need to identify 
objectives and relate them to children's development. 
These were explained in considerable detail in 'With 
Objectives in Mind' (Ennever and Harlen 1972) and about 
twenty source books were produced for teachers to use 
according to their own circumstances. 

The difficulties here concerned the selection of 
activities from the books and matching them to the levels 
of development of the children. Ingle and Jennings again 
sum it up: 

"Even a rapid perusal of the Science 5/13 materials 
indicates that great demands are being made on teachers, 
especially those who have no formal qualifications and 
little, if any, training in science." 

In 1979 the Schools Council 'Learning Through Science' 
project was initiated with the main aim of producing mater
ials for teachers and pupils to show how the Science 5/13 
ideas might be used. 

Alongside the curriculum development work the Society 
for Environmental Education was founded (1968) as the 
first teacher~ association solely concerned with the use 
of the environment for educational purposes. 
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In 1970 the National Rural Studies Association was 
renamed the National Association for Environmental Education 
and has since become the major teacher~ organisation. 

Also during this time higher education establishments 
were introdUCing new courses in environmental science 
and environmental studies. 
in their own right or, more 
degree course. 

Sometimes they were courses 
often, elements within a 

Some of the most rapid developments were in the 
growth of field stUdies and outdoor education. This was 
done through the prOVision of field study centres by local 
authorities; another recommendation from 'The Countryside 
in 1970' conference. 

The use of the countryside increased greatly but 
there was concern that more should be done to teach young 

people about the urban environment. In response to this 



the Town and Country Planning Association set up a campaign 
for urban studies in schools through their journal; the 
Bulletin of 8nvironmental Education. This resulted in a 
growth of urban studies centres to complement the field 
studies centres. 

The word 'environment' was given official blessing 
in 1970 when the government created a 'Department of the 
Environment.' Its' job was, and still is, to act as 
government spokesman and co-ordinate policy on subjects 
relating to the environment. 

Taking a more global view, 1970 was also significant 
in the H.S.A. as it became the first country to pass an 
Bnvironmental Education Act. In the same year the Inter
national Union for the Conservation of Nature and National 
Resources (I.U.C.N.) held a conference in Nevada at which 
the following working definition of environmental education 
was proposed: 

1 1 

"Environmental education is the process of recognising 
values and clarifyincr concepts in order to develop skills 
and attitudes necessary to understand and appreciate inter
relatedness among man, his culture, and his biophysical 
surroundings. 3nvironmental education also entails practice 
in decision-making and the self-formulation of a code of 
behaviour about issues concerning environmental quality." 

The conference further agreed that 
" ••••••••• environmental education was a science

orientated, multi-disciplinary subject where most, if 
not all, school subjects could, and should be, incorporated." 

(Martin and Wheeler 1975) 
The United Nations Conference on the Human Environment 

was held in Stockholm in 1972 and focussed world attention 
on human and ecological environmental issues. It was 
agreed to produce some broad guidelines for governments 
and a World Action Plan for the Environment was approved. 
The conference recommended that an international programme 
in environmental education should be established. 

In 1975, arising out of the Stockholm conference, 
there was an International Environmental Education Workshop 
in Belgrade. This was organised jOintly by the United 



Nations Environment Programme (U.N.E.P.). It produced the 
Belgrade Charter - a global framework of environmental 
education. Regional meetings that followed led up to 
a conference which has been described by the Director 
General of U.N.R.S.C.O., as both a milestone and a staring 
pOint. 
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Tbilisi, the capital of the Soviet Republic of Georgia. 
was to be the venue in 1977 for the first intergovernmental 
conference at ministerial level. It was attended by over 
eighty international organisations, the purpose being to 
devise a plan of action through which environmental education 
could be developed at both regional and national level. 
Environmental education was described as a life-long process 
affecting all ages and socio-economic groups and should 
start when the learner is young, even pre-primary school 
age. It urged the formation or strengthening of co-ordin
atinr; bonies involving teachers, representatives of 
environmental protection authorities, and the media. 
3ducators across all levels of education should continue 
resources to produce a common core of interdisciplinary 
environmental stUdies education. 

All of this would need the full support and backing 
of the governments concerned and the Tbilisi Declaration 
was accepted by the UK government who recognised the need 
for improved and expanded environmental education in Britain. 

Since Tbilisi there have been a number of important 
events; the I.U.C.N.fs World Conservation Strategy, launched 
in 1980, and the European Conference of Environmental 
Education in Berne, also 1980. to name but two. 

All this high-level activity serves to reinforce 
the point that the principle of environmental education 
is now accepted throughout the world as being of vital 
importance to the future of the human race within the 
natural world. What has yet to happen is a cohesive strategy 
which produces the sort of environmental education programme 
recommended at the Tbilisi conference. 

The content of such an environmental programme is 
cause for argument as many people are still not sure what 
is meant by the term 'environmental education.' 



There are semantic problems in the use of this term, 
particularly concerning the relationship between science 
education an1 environmental education. Lucas (1980) argues 
that environmental education can be classified into three 
sections: education ABOUT the environment, education FOR 
the environment, and education IN the environment. 

Education about the environment is concerned with 
providing cognitive understanding, including the skills 
necessary to develop that understanding. Education for 
the environment is directed twwards the preservation of 
environmental diversity or its improvement for particular 
purposes. Both of these are characterised by their aims, 
but education in (or from) the environment is characterised 
by a technique of instruction. 

The proportion of actual science inputted into an 
environmental education programme will depend upon the 
intended bias of the course or syllabus but, whatever the 
emphasis, the use of scientific methods and thinking are 
essential. 

It is the last of Lucas's three distinctions, education 
in the environment, which, arguably, has the most relevance 
for primary education. It is an area into which many 
science disciplines can be incorporated, making it an 
excellent vehicle for integrated science work. Therefore 
'science in the environment' or Environmental Science 
(defined by McB. Cars on (1978) as 'Studies of the biological 
and physical elements of the environment') can be an 
essential tool for skills and knowledge acquisition and 
development at primary level. 

This concurs with Collis' (1978) ideas on the broad 
areas of experience which should be available to primary 
children. 

1) Observing and following changes in living and 
growing things, including themselves and others. 
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2) Handling, testing, and using a wide range of materials. 
3) Listening to a wide variety of sounds. 
4) Investigating n11merical and spatial situations. 
5) Making comparisons, looking at differences and 

similarities. 
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6) Practisinz healthy habits. 
7) Discoverin~ th~t other people have needs and opinions 

as a result of taking part in co-operative activities. 
8) Gaining skill in the use of language through 

listening, speaking and writing. 
In~le and Jennings (1981) go further by saying: 
"At the primary stage, science education is probably 

most effective when integrated with other activities. 
It should above all encourage curiosity about the natural 
world and channel that curiosity into satisfaction and 
enjoyment in carrying out investigations and in developing 
the skills of talking, writing, observation, measurement, 
and recording." 

This epistemology of modern primary education is a 
function of the ideas which started with Rousseau, and 
evolved through the philosophies of Pestalozzi, F.roebel, 
Montessori and Dewey. Knowledge is seen as man-made and 
in a state of continuous evolution; it is subject to 
constant modification And revision in the light of the 
emergence of new data from new experiences. 

Thought of in tIlis way, knowledge can only be acquired 
through experience and so, exrerience should be the kingpin 
of the educative process. The basic method of education 
is, therefore, problem-solving; 
of hypotheses, and the teachets 
of the child through structured 
knowledge and understanding. 

the framing and testing 
role is that of the guidance 
experiences to develop 

This view of education does not restrict it to what 
goes on during the years of schooling, but is a lifelong 
process of developing and modifying knowledge in the light 
of new experiences~ 

Such an approach, once described as 'progressive', 
has become characteristic of 8nglish primary education, 
even though it may not be manifest in all primary schools. 
In the words of Blenkin & Kelly (1981) 

"these principles are now enshrined in the folklore 
of Primary Education." 

The work of the major figures in the field of develop
mental psychology in the last fifty years, particularly 



Jean Piaget and Jerome Bruner has provided tangible evidence 
to enhance the growth towards this view of education and 
the curriculum. 

Piaget's work suggests that children pass gradually 
through developmental stages in their thought processes 
and that, although these stages are in a particular order, 
the rate of change between stages varies from child to 
child. 
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A four or five year old child coming into a reception 
infant class is probably still at the stage of pre-operational 
thought. His thoughts are representations of actions 
actually performed, or objects he has had contact with, 
and are centred on himself. There is an irreversibility 
of actions at this stage which could be described as 
pre-Iogical. 

On entering the lower junior classes at the age of 
7, the child has probably moved towards the next stage; 
concrete operational thought. 

This stage, described by Piaget as 'logico - mathe
matical', dominates the child's progress through the primary 
school. He is capable of manipulating things, both 
practically and mentally, but it is always within the 
reference of his own concrete experiences. Towards the 
end of this stage there is a limited ability to hypothesise 
but full hypothetico-deductive thought does not appear 
until around the age of thirteen. Only when the learner 
has demonstrated the ability to manipulate concepts and 
ideas, and extrapolate from the concrete can he be said 
to be in Piagets final development stage; formal operational 
thought. 

It is clear that if this theory of development is 
accepted, then the teacher must plan work to take into 
account the childs' stage of conceptual understanding. 

The age of development from one stage to the next, 
and the extent to which individual young people and adults 
are able to employ deductive reasoning, has been a cause 
for fierce debate. However, it is accepted that, at the 
very least, Piaget's theory has shown that the developing 
thought processes of children in primary schools are 



dependent on references to practical situations. 
The work of Jerome Bruner in the 1960's was concerned 

that any theory of cognitive development should be inter
linked to theories of knowledge and instruction. He stressed 
the importance of the process by which human beings increase 
their mastery in achieving and using knowledge. The leArner's 
actions should be directed at resolving problems presented 
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by the environment and hence to a structuring and restructuring 
of his own view of the world. BruneI' argues that the learner 
is constantly employing strategies in an attempt to understand 
the complexities of the world around him, and by studying 
these strategies (which he called 'modes'), the teacher 
can select one appropriate to the current level of under
standing of the learner, and to the knowledge or skill to 
be learned. 

Bruner identified three such modes: the first is 
through action (the enactive mode), the second through 
visual or other sensory organisation (the iconic mode), 
and the third is through words or language (the symbolic 
mode). These modes are sequential and have a powerful 
influence on mental activity at different ages. Each mode 
is not exclusive of the others and so complex interactions 
occur as the learner matures in his intellectual activity. 

The main function of the teacher can then be seen as 
one of helping the learner to structure and recode his 
experiences in order to gain the greatest benefit in terms 
of understanding. The education process is then concerned 
with finding an effective methodology to facilitate this. 

The dissemination of both Piaget and Bruner's theories 
throughout the primary curriculum has been instrumental 
in the acceptance of the need for child-centred education. 

They also form a powerful argument for the teaching 
of science; the empirical methods applied in science are 
equally true of all aspects of the curriculum so, a general 
educational philosophy based on the work of the developmental 
psychologists in conjunction with ideas of the 'progressive 
thinkers', is not very different from the scientific approach 
to problem-solving. The skills involved concern those 
of observation, questioning, experimenting and reasoning, 



and ways need to be found of structuring these experiences 
into a matrix of knowledge. 

Th'~ answer to the question "Why do science?" is already 
partly answered but more specific reasons are succinctly 
outlined in the Schools Council Science 5/13 publication 
"Learning Through Science" (1980). As they are an adequate 
summary of current thought, the author feels at liberty 
to quote them· in full. The seneral arguments in favour 
of science are that: 

./ 

1) A practical investisation of the environment, in 
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the widest sense and meaning of the word, involves purposeful 
reconnaisance and collection of specimens and data that 
deserve further study. Such study will involve development 
of skills. Children will begin to learn the use of measuring 
and magnifying devices. They will become aware that tests 
must be fAir and resultfl must be checl<ed for accuracy And 
v8.1id i ty. Ha terial must bci arrm.p.;ed in ways that reveal 
its l'ignificance. These ;l.re objectives lil<ely to stirnul"te 
critica1 think in::; and r>roper res!,ect for evidence in sll!,port 
of findjngs. Pursuit of such aims can help children to 
become aCCllS tomed to forming independ en t jUdgements. 

2) The teaching and aC'luisi tion of sci'mtific knowlede;e 
and 'methods is essential in preparing children for life 
ina highly technical 'md rapidly changing world. 

3) Science can enrich other major areas of the 
curriculum. It provides a basis for planning, arguing 
and speculation, thus helping language development by 
providing children with concrete experience of many words 
and allowing for detailed description. Natural and man-made 
phenomena are a constant source of inspiration to creative 
expression. Mathem8.tics is often necessary to allow scientific 
investigation to proceed. 

4) The rising world population and man's insatiable 
demands for energy are making it essential for everybody 
to develop reasonable attitudes towards the state of the 
environment, an, I make wifle use of its natural resources. 
Such caring attitudes cannot be forced, they can only 
come slowly through repeated encouragement.# 

The fourth reason returns the argument to the case for 



environmental science. The natural interest that children 
have in their outdoor surroundings c~n provide that valuable 
first-hand experience which is so vital for the meaningful 
investigation of problems. Such first-hand learning can 
only be successful through a foundation of sensory awareness 
and this can only proceed from a training in observing, 
listening and responding to experience with all the senses; 
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the same training which offers a basic grounding for scientific 
study. To gain this experience from the environment is the 
basis of learning and provoking thought. 

Colin Kefford in "Environmental Education - Principles 
and Practice" (1978) suggests that learning is motivated 
by four needs. The desire to find out about, make sense 
of, tell others about, and make judgements about. If 
these are to be satisfied they require the inter-related 
practices of exploration, interpretation, communication 
and evaluation. 

These, in turn, produce a variety of skills,all of 
which Cfl.n be more thfln adequately catered for in an 
environmental science curriculum: 

Exploration: 

Interpretation: 

Communication: 

Evaluation: 

observing 
calculating 
measllring 
asking 
reading 
collecting 
moving 
playing 
arranging 

etc. 

imagining etc. 
speaking 
writing 
recording 
displaying etc. 
discriminating 
believing 
behaving 
judging 
forming attitudes etc. 



In summary then, the case for teaching environmental 
science as a subject in schools is put unequivocally by 
considering an overview of its historical evolution. This 
social and· moral need is further reinforced by the fact 
that the methods of study used to carry out such work employs 
an approach which is directly in line with the modern 
philosophy of primary education in England. 

These ideas are patently manifest in the N.A.E.E.'s 
'statement of Aims for Primary Schools': 

"At the primary stage environmental education is 
seen as involving pupils in personal experience of the 
environment by direct exploration with all their senses, 
using the school and its' immediate surrounds and going 
further afield when necessary. Such environments will 
involve both the living environment in small nature reserves, 
school gardens, or in the countryside, and the build 
environment in streetwork. At this stage emphasis should 
be placed on the dev'llopment and deepening of concepts. 
Teachers are expected to use these experiences to develop 
laneuage in all its' aspects, numeracy, scientific methods 
of enquiry, aesthetic appreCiation and creative expression 
as well :lS to encourage the development of value jUdgements 
nnd an environmental ethic. Children at this stage should 
be introduced to the statutory and accepted codes of 
environmental behaviour." 

The case study which follows takes the example of 
one primary school in Lincolnshire which tried to fulfill 
this 'environmental ethic' and traces the development of 
first, a suitable school site and second, a curriculum 
for environmental science activities. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Environmental Sciences in 

a,Lincolnshire primary school: 

a case study 



"At the primary stage environmental education is 
seen as involving pupils in personal experiences of the 
environment by direct exploration. In other words - we 
would like to see children out of the classroom whenever 
appropriate; first of all in the immediate surrounds 
of their school ••••••••••••• 

We would encourage all schools to set aside a small 
area as a nature reserve, and .to do this properly by •••••• 
having it managed in the approved fashion. This reserve 
should be designed to encourage wild plant and animal 
life of all sorts. The area should be an immediate source 
of live biological material ••••••••••••• 

The environment. does not stop there of course. The 
earth, rocks, stones and soil are available to be studied, 
not only what lies locally but what can be brought from 
further away." 

(S.McB. Carson in 'Environmental 
Education - Key Issues of the 
Future 1977) 
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PHASE 1 - History, Objectives, and Planning. 

Deeping St. J ames County Primary School is situated 
in a l a rge village, 8 miles north of Peterborough , in the 
agricultural setting of fenland Lincolnshire . It was 
build in 1968 and, at present , has approximately 450 children 
on roll. 

Plate 1 - Aerial view 

When the school was built topsoil was piled up into 
a mound on part of t he school site covering approxima tely 
one third of an acre . This was initially grassed over 
and used as part of t he pla ying f ield . 

The headmaster had always been an advocate of 
environm ental work at primary level and so this area, 
known colloquially as "The Mound" was then designated as 
an area to be developed as a resource for this work. 

A large concrete work area was built in which three , 
small, pre- formed fibre - glass pond s were set and an a r ea 
of the grass was left unmown . Houses back on to the area 
so a line of Cupressocyparis Leyland ii was planted to act 
as a screen. 

Over the years a successfull breeding population of 

the common frog , Rana temporaria , was es t ablis hed and much 
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useful observational, written , and art work was produced 

as a result . 

Plate 2 - The original site 

As the school roll increased , the l imitations of 

' The Mound ' became obvious as it was too small in size 
to sustain the amount of work which should have been 
taking place . Use of the area became intermit t ent and 
restricted to occasional projects organised by interested 

class teachers . 
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It was reali s ed that if the ~esource was to be optimised, 
it would have to be extp.nded and modified . This was t he 
point at which the author was asked by the head teacher 
to develop her ideas and , after much discussion , prelirninary 
aims and objectives were agreed and a pl an fo r mulated 
for redeveloping the site to facilitate and support the 
proposed expansion . 

The first stage of planning was to make a stat ement 
of broad educational aims , the overall aim being to develop 
an enquiring mind and a scientific approach to problems . 
This was to be one within a variety of contro l led semi
natural habitats , thus allowing children to learn to 
appreciate and respect the environment as a whole and to 
provide initia l tra i n ing towa rds the ' environmental ethic ' 

which the author considers to be so important. 



The development of a scientific approach to problems 

is the beginning of the 's cientific method'; the basic 
elements of which can be loe ically ordered in the following 
way: 

1) Observation 
2) Asking questions 
3) Proposing a hypothesis 
4) Testing the hypothes is 

5) Drawing conclus ions 
6) Discussion 

The environme ntal science area was planned to be the 
vehicle through which motivation and situations are created 
for the development of these skills. 

Coming from this main a im are t he following sub- aims 
and dev elopments: 

1) developing interests, attitudes and aesthetic 

awareness. 
2) observing , exploring, and ordering of observa tions. 
3) developing basic conc epts and logical thinking . 
4) posing questions and devi s ing experiments or 

investigations to answer ' them. 

5) acquiring knowl edge and learning skills. 
6) communicating in a variety of ways. 
7) appreciating pa tterns and relationships . 
8) interpr eting find ings critic~lly. 
9) finding t he most suitAble method of recording 

available. 
10) being involved practically in the management 

and control of the various habitats, leading to 
an appreciation of the needs of, conservation 
and land use. 

Aims 1-9 coincide with the broad aims stated in the 

Science ,5/13 scheme , and a r e a useful statement of wha t 
it is hoped to achieve in all primary science work. 

Work in environmental science can incorporate all 
these aims and add the extra dimension of working with 
living systems. 

By this time it was clear that the educational 

implications predetermined the i mpl ementation of a major 
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project. It was propos ed to construct ecologically 

different habita ts, including a moving water system , in 
conjunction wi th increased si~access . 

Pla te 3 - The s ite f or t he pond system. 

Money and expert advice was going to be requ ired if 

the scheme was to be su ccessful . It also seemed nece ssary 
that , in view of the amount of construction work t o be done , 
there was an opportunity to employ someone on a full time 
basis . Thus , wi th loc~l ~uthority backing , the school 
appl ied for, and was awar ded a selective t empor a ry employ
men t scheme . (S. T. E . P.) This would provide t hree people 
wi th work for six months in conj unc tion wi t h a gr ant 
towa r ds essentia l materi~ls . However, for various reas ons 
(mainly concerning the rules of who could be employed ) 
this f el l throush and the project was delayed for nearly 

a year . 
In order to expedite the pro j ect , it was realised 

tha t a self-help scheme was the only possibility using 
voluntary labour. The school doe s not hav e a P . T. A., 
as such , but has a lways rec e iv ed enthusiastic help and 
support fr om parents . An appeal was sen t out , therefore, 
for manpower and mat erials . Th e r esponse wa s good and 

forecas t l oeistics were favourable . 
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An appeal was also sent t o local firms and many were 

most supportive concerning building materials and plant . 
Some donated materials or loan of equ ipment whereas others 

allowed m~terials to be purchased at cost price, or l ess . 
Expert advice was sought, discu s sions developed, and 

advice was freely given concernin~ the ecology of the 
proposed habitats and the fa ctors which had t o be taken 
into account during construction. A list of acknowledgements 
appears at the beg inning but th e ~mount of enthusiasm 
and interes t generated was encouraging and rewarding . 

The only missing , but vita l factor , was money . Being 
a l a r ge school , fund~aising events in the past had been 
well supported , and so it was decided to have a sponsored 
t ables test . This was the first even t of its kind the 
s chool had organised so the outcome could not be predicted . 
It w~s , however, an outstanding success and almost £ 1800 
pounns was r a is ed . This g ve an upper limit for the total 
cost of t he project. 

PHASE 2 - Construction and Stocking . 

Work started in February 1980 and was completed in 
October 1981 a ft er concen trated efforts by groups of parents 
an staff working evenings , most weekends , and some holidays. 
When possible, t he ch ildren also helped out and made very 
efficient and responsible labourers. The opportunity to 
don welli es ~~d jeans and get v ery dirty was often preferred 
to playing the usual games with fri ends! 

The enthusiasm of the people involved increased as 
new skills were learned and existing knowledge was applied 
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to a new si tuation. It became a personal ' quest' to complete 
the task in hand to the highest possible standard. As a 
public rela tions exercise alone 
and generated much go odwill and 
an example: one family used to 

it was a great success 
co-o peration . 
bring a packed 

weekend, much to the delight of their children 
it was gr eat fun to picnic at school! 

To cite 

lunch every 
who thought 

Fig 1. Shows a plan of the site before building 

work started . Mobile 5 had been taken away leaving a 



bar e s pace which WBS des i gnatei f or the chequerbo'l.r 1 g~ rd"n . 

To cr eat e this pl ving slabs were l a i d alterna tely leav ing 

a gap the size of a s l ab bet~een ea ch one . Thi s produced 

a ' mi ni - :>;arden ', tot"lly separa t ed from other :rIots w;l ich 

c~n be u eJ f or seed gr owth expe rim en t s and t he t each in~ 

of baSi c g<trdening tec;m i 'lues . 
1'wo seats were placed a l ong one s i de a.ld a geological 

garde~ was constructed along the o ther . Th i s has taken 

t he for~ of r ock s pecim ens s t into concrete , th~ s~ecim ens 

having been coll ected dur i nz the conrse of previous school 

tr i ps . They were sorted ~c co rdin3 to basic ty_ e , i . e . 

limestone , gr<t~i te , s l ate etc ., before be i ng c,, 'n e~ted 

in pos ition . This give s 'in insta'lt refAr enc e t o t he .y:res 

of r oc ks likely to be enco~ntered locally , a nrt on school 

t rips . 

The t hird side of t he cheQ.'ler ooard g'i r d",n W'3.5 utilised 
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as a tre e pl~ntation . ~ J~ oxima t ely 70 Re~dli ngs of i 'lrl i senouR 

species , namely ')1i.? r Glt3 r ohur ( ~el1rl nncLll~. ~ O~!{) , Crataegus 

monogyna ( ~il~li8'r r)aw"7.horn ) , ~nl ?l~~xinus ex ·~pl_'3 io~ ( common 

a sh ) J ':J ~ icn we -'.'e donated by t (;.s ~~8t 1re Conserv;:' 1c:, Coun .... il . 

T~ey were planted by ~rnupR of c~ i ldr~n ~n1 ~ Gnntinuou~ 
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POND SYSTEM 

Plan Vi0N 

BOTTOM 
POND 

J 

TOP POND 

B 

--"~-\--D 

WATERFALL 

K 

¥-----PEAT 
MOUND 

H 

The feeder pool will be lm. higher thah the bottom pond. 

The water will flow along a stream, down a slight slope, 
precipitating into the bottom pond and then pumped 
back up to the feeder pool.' 

m.comwe1l 3/e 

Fig. 2 



It had been decided from t he start t o build t he ponds 

in concrete , on the grounds of both pe r mane ncy and child
proofness , and t heir construction , t herefore , r epresented 
a major tas k . Af t er much discussion i t was de cided to 
bui ld t hem a s a saucer shape . This remov ed any need for 
the complicated and co s tly shutteri ng arrangem ents of the 
s ort t hat would be requ ired for stepped levels. Soil 

trapp ing levels were produced by cement i ng layers of bricks 

at a ppropriate depths on the sloping sides . 
The plan for the pond system i s shown in Fig . 2 . 

Utilisat ion of the existing s lope made it possible to 
cons truct t wo ponds , one a me tre higher than the other , 
linked by a stream and waterfall . The circuit was completed 
using a wa t er r e circula ti on pump . It was thus possible 

t c create a variety of aquatic habitats involving both 
still and movin~ water . The original populAtion of Rana 
t emporaria adopted th e new ponds in the first season and 
were joined by Triturus vulgaris , the s mooth newt. 
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Fi sh have been introduced into the lower of the two 
ponds , nota bly, Ru tilus r utilu s ( roach), Scardinius 
erythrophthalmu s (rudd), Tinca t i nca ( tench), and Gasterosteus 
aculeatus (stickl eback). 

The ponds were a l so pl a nten up using ind i genous plant 
species in keepi ng with t he general poli cy of producing 
a s natur al a habita t as possible . 

Plate 5 - The top pond 



Pla t e 6 - The s tream 

Pla te 7 - The bottom pond 

Constructing t he bottom pond i nvolved cutting into 

the s l ope of t he bank whi ch creat ed a sheer wall . Thi s 
ha s been f a ced with l a r ge limes tone block s f i tt ed together 
with a mi nimum of mort a r t o encour a ge pl ant s t o col oni se 

the crev ices . 
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Plate 8 - The limes t one wall 

Next to, but separate f rom the bo ttom pond a small 

area (i.e. 1.5m squar e ) was cons tructed to be utili sed 
as an acid bog . It was build of concrete but lined with 

a thick commer cial pond l i ner t o ensure tha t no lime from 
the concrete leached into the wa ter. It was next filled 
wi th Sphagnum moss (of the type purchased in garden centres) 
over which living sections of Sphar,n um bog were pl aced. 
This has produc ed a habitat quite different from anything 
that can be encountered i n the surrounding countrys ide, 
and giv~an opportunity to study the pl ant communities 
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in an impoveri shed soil. This type of habitat is encountered 
by the 4th year juniors on t he ir school trip to the Lake 

District. 
The final water-based system was an a r ea of wetland 

created to demonstrate the t ype of habitat likely to be 
found in The Fens before drainage and cultivation. This 
consis ts of a l a r ge hole (4m x 6m ) lined with plastic 
sheeting and puddled clay and filled with fen peat, donated 
by t he N.C . C. from local peat excavations . This has been 
stocked with typical f en plants such as the osier, Salix 

viminali s , common r eed , Phragmites communis and various 

rushes (Juncusspp), and sedges ( Carex spp.). 



Plate 9 - The peat bog 

Pla te 10 - The f en marsh 

One of the main problems with small water systems 
is water l oss through evaporation and transpiration . 
In the school situation this danger is at its height during 
the holida ys and thuB, action wa s taken to minimise t he 

chance of the ponds drying up. 

After some consultation, a s emi- automatic watering 
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system was devi sed . (For det~ils see append ix I.) The aim 
was to coll e ct excess water during wet periods to store 
for use i n dry periods . As t he level of water in the ponds 
dr ops , t he stored water i s fed i nto the system automatically 
to compensate . Overflow pipes at s trategic points also 
ensure that an excess of water in the system is drained 
off into the fen marsh . 

The final major construction was the creation of a 

well - drained alkaline area , a limestone mound . This was 
achi eved by laying a fo un ation of rubble and limestone 
chippi ngs over which wa~ placed a mound of top- soil mixed 
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in a 1: 1 ratio with powdered lime . Thi s was then i mmediately 
sown wi th Creeping Red Fescue , Festuca rubra to s t abilise 

the soil . Var ious seeds of ca]cicole plants were sown 
and the area now has a flora resembl ing t hat of a calcereous 

heath . For example : the cowsli p (Primula veris), salad 
burne t (Poterium sanguisorba ), quaki ng grass (Briza minor) , 
and ribwort plantain (Plantago lanceolata) a r e all flourishing. 

Plate 11 - The Limestone mound 

One furth er development occurred in the summer of 

1980 when mobil es 3 and 4 were removed as , due to a fall 
i n roll, they were surplu s to requirements. The space 

l eft by mobile 4 was adjacent to the football pitch and 

was reclaimed as part of the school playing field. The 



space left by mobile 3 was sown with a commercially produced 
grass/wild flower seed mix. This is only mown biannually, 
in early spring and late autumn, giving the effect of a 
flower-rich meadow. 

To finish off the scheme it was necessary to have 
easy access to the different habitats to enable the children 
to observe, sample, and record in reasonable comfort. 
A compromise had to be struck between what was ecologically 
desirable and educationally sensible. Importantly, due 
consideration had to be shown to the school cleaning staff, 
continual deposits· of mud and grass could quickly lead 
to ill-feeling and antagonism. 

With these factors in mind, the 'wet' areas were 
surrounded by crazy-paving paths which serve the dual 
purpose of keeping footwear relatively clean and trampling 
pressure to a minimum. 

Fig. 3 shows the completed scheme. Full details of 
construction, showing the plans and stages of development, 
can be found in Appendix I. 

It is vital on a system of this complexity to have 
a simple, but effective, management policy. If specific 
action is not taken at certain times of the year then, 
eventually, the distinct habitats will become overgrown 
by the very invasive weeds of cultivation. So often, in 
schools where ponds and environmental areas have been 
produced, this important fact is forgotten and so, through 
neglect and ignorance, the resource is lost. 

It is also important that everyone in the school is 
aware of this policy in order that the responsibility 
should not fall upon one person but should be shared. 
This helps to bring a common understanding towards the 
need for habitat management in order to preserve a resource 
and is a very important concept in conservation. It is 
a widespread fallacy that conservation means 'leaving alone' 
when, in reality, true conservation is the active manage
ment of an area to produce a desired habitat. 

The active involvement of all concerned is also an 
insurance policy to enable the resource to continue. It 
ensures that the management continues regardless of staff 
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and pupil changes. 
The full management policy can be read in Appendix II. 

This was finally drawn up by the author using her own 
experience of practical conservation, reading through 
management schedules produced by the N.C.C. for their 
nature reserves, and talking to people involved in the 
theory and practice of habitat management. 

A document as important as this ca.nnot be static. 
Reviews of the habitats have to be undertaken from time 
to time and alterations to the management policy made, if 
the desired effect has not been achieved. 

PHASE 3 - Curriculum Development & Use of Site. 

Although the author has separated out habitat con
struction and curriculum development, the two were occurring 
concurrently. The successional development of the environ
mental science area in ecological time and diversity terms 
was paralleled by and equivalent expansion in curriculum 
activity and diversity. This. in turn, produced an increase 
in interest in environmental science work by both staff 
and pupils. 

This can be shown diagrammatically within the time 
sequence of 4 years. (See Table 1.) 

There was an initial period of discussion and planning 
during which the author compiled a list of topics which 
would be applicable in terms of the aims and objectives 
set out previously. It was therefore necessary to discern 
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the suitability of these topics with regards to appropriateness 
for the age and development of the children concerned. 
The timetable was organised in such a way that the author 
worked with all four junior year groups for one hour per 
week. This was difficult from the point of view of follow-up 
work but did give a valuable opportunity to judge the 
level and effectiveness of environmental science-based 
topics, and to predict the eqUipment and resources required. 

After two years of weekly sessions, the author felt 
confident to introduce suitable topics into ordinary class . . 

time. There followed a period of discussion between the 



Table 1 SITE CONSTRUCTION CURRICULUM DESIGN 
& USAGE 

Educational aims and 
objectives defined. 

t 
Year Discussion & planning Discussion & planning 

! ~ 
1 Assimilation of 

advice on construc
tion & ecology 

Initial trial topics 
taught by the author 

-------- --------------------

Year 

2 

Construction 
(Appendix I) 

t 
planting up 

L path leYlllg 

----i-------
extensive use of 
site by whole 

Year 

school 

3 

discussion with collegues 
as to suitability of topics 

! 
development of these topics 
into curriculum e;uidelines 

introduction of 
curriculum 

L 
discussion & evaluation 

-------- ----------i---------
Year long-term manage- production of inter-

ment policy drawn pretative and resource 
up materials 
(Appendix II) (figs 4 - 16) 4 
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author and the class· teachers concerned, explaining ideas 
for suitable work, the equipment and resources available, 
and their use. Ideally it would have been most desirable 
for the author to work alongside the class teacher during 
the introductory phase, but, beine a full-time class-teacher 
herself, it was not feasible. Further information, advice 
and expertise were, however, dispensed whenever necessary. 

The introduction of the work scheme into the curriculum 
took a further two years. Each year group has a suggested 
curriculum from which the class teacher can select or 
expand topics. If the general themes for each year are 
maintained, each child will experience a wide variety of 
environmental science activities and have the opportunity 
to acquire sound observational, investigative, and 
experimental skills which can then be applied to other 
areas of the curriculum. The importance of this was 
commented upon by H.M. Inspecorate in their discussion 
booklet 'A View of the Curriculum'. 
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"Learning about the nature of materials and about the 
needs and life-cycles of plants and animals provides further 
opportunities for the extension and application of language, 
and of mathematical skills and ideas. It also helps children 
to appreciate the world around them and provides an early 
introduction to the industrial and scientific age in which 
they live." 

The following pages set out the curriculum framework. 
Although, at first glance, the author may be accused of 
producing a watered-down biology syllabus, it must be stressed, 
that the emphasis lies not simply in the inculcation of 
a body of knowledge, but in providing a vehicle for a 
scientific approach to problems. The class teacher should 
not feel pressured to cover all of the subjects suggested, 
but to ensure that the work chosen fulfills the already 
stated aims and objectives. 

Two examples can be cited to illustrate how this work 
might proceed. 

During a pond dip a group of 10 year olds remarked 
on the very large number of snails that were being netted. 
"There must by millions!" said one boy. His friench disagreed 
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but the I'lrgument initiat8d an investigAtion into holV to 

estimate the population of [lond snl'lils. This kept them 
occupied for severl'll weeks whilst they fAced the problpm'3 

of stand<'lrd sampling, find in,:; the volume of water in the 

pond, and deciding what sort of 'sums' would be re'luired 

to find an answer. The eventual answer of 3,126 snails seemed 

plausible. 

An exercise of this nature is an excellent example 
of a scientific approach to a problem which manifested 
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itself from a chance remark. Each stage of the basic elements 
of the 'scientific method' is represented: 

1) Observa.tion: the large number of snails being 
caUGht. 

2) Asking questions: an <'Irgument CI.bout the number 

of snails present. 
3) Proposing a hypothesis: how many snails are there? 
4) Testing the hypothesis: devising methods for 

sampling and counting. 
5) Dr.Ol.'iling ccnclusions: finding a.n estimate of the 

population. 
6) Discussion: did this agree with their original 

remarks concerning population size? 
On another occasion a Group of 11 yea.r olds were 

trying to make a list of plants growing in specific habitats. 
When they studied the acid pel'lt bog they noticed that the 
water was teeming with tiny creatures whereas this did 
not appear to be the case in the larger ponds. This 
obser'Tation led them into I'l st11dy of plankton. They sampled 
all the different water bodies on t1I8 sit"!, llsing Cl. 

st;J.ndard 'lleasure, anri cOllnted the numbers "'TI'l. types of 
plankton in each sampl"!. Speculations w"!re then made a8 
to why there were such :narl<ed 'iifferences. Som"! quickly 
sllggested light and weed conlitions and even water acidity 
(work had been done erlrli':or i.n th~ :rear on soil acidity) 

but it wa:3 only aft·?r mr.J:r:-e c~ref1.l1 consideration th:?t th'? 

'3ugg~stion 1.'/88 !I]'9.d~ that there l."f?r~ crea.ture:::; in t}18 !lO~'l3 

,·,hich mi.ght e;J.t the ~)lankton "/l]ioh wer·~ not pr88ent in 

the oth~r 38m~le areas. This ~qS thAn test~d by setting 

up blo plankton-rich aquaria.. :?ond animals ware intr,,,duced 



into one but not the other, and, sure enough, after several 
days the population of plankton in the aquaria with animals 
in had drastically reduced whereas there was no apparent 
change in the other tank. 

Here the scientific approach was taken a stage further 
in complexity and sophistication. A controlled experiment 
was set up in the classroom to test a hypothesis from which 
definite conclusions could be drawn. The understanding 
of the importance of the concept of testing, checking, and 
repetative measurement are absolutely fundamental to any 
serious scientific inquiry and these children found very 
little difficulty in coping with these advanced ideas. 
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It should be pointed out that this group consisted of children 
whose general scholastic ability would be described as 
'average'. They were building upon their own experiences 
of science work undertaken in previous years to produce 
a very sound working method. This can only be achieved 
by carefully structured scientific opportunities, continuing 
from one year to the next. It should also be noted that 
this study was actually a digression from the main topiC 
under discussion (i.e. plant habitats) and is therefore 
a good example of how a curriculum should be flexible to 
allow for such 'child generated' education to take place. 

The following curriculum outlines eive extensive 
opportunities for children to tackle the problems and concepts 
leading to a 'scientific method'. 

In the infant department the emphasis is on observation, 
discussion, and simple writing and drawing. There are 
seven suggested activities which may be taken as topics, 
or used in conjunction with other work. 

1) Observation ann discussion of the frogs, spawn 
and tadpoles and their development through the 
various stages. 

2) Observation and recognition of the other creatures 
in the ponds. 

3) Investigation and discussion of plants from the 
point of view of shape, pattern, flower colour, 
leaves, bark, etc. 

4) Observation of insects in the environment; butterflies, 
bees, ants etc. 



5) Undertake a study of insect life under stones. 
6) Observation and discussion of how plants attract 

insects and why. 
7) Attempt to grow various plants and bulbs in the 

classroom under varying conditions. 
Work of this nature gives opportunities for sound 

observation and discussion and it is often surprising just 
how much a young child can notice. Here are two extracts 
from stories written by a six and seven year old respec
tively after a visit to the ponds. 

"Today we went to the school pond. We saw tadpoles 
and some frogspawn then we kept still. Suddenly we saw 
a frog," The frogspawn is like jelly and it has black dots 
in the middle of it. The black dot is the tadpole inside 
the egg. When the tadpole comes out of the egg it looks 
like a fish." 

"The frog has two eye-lids. 
hiH eyes the middle eye-lid goes 
see." 

When the frog closes 
down but he can still 

The infant scheme can also provide situations for 
some scientific investigation to take place, for example, 
in plant growth, but more quantitative work is not likely 
to start until the first year j 1lniors. 

This work is based around the ponds. 
sible for the small ponds with respect to 

They are respon
keeping them 
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clear of litter and debris and (with adult help) removing 
excess plant growth. This work, and some of the observational 
work, is done in small groups with parental supervision. 
The study plan is likely to take the following format: 

1) An introduction to the whole environmental science 
area in the form of a tour, plan, and an explanation 
of the areas they will be working on. (This links 
in with the maths scheme which involves simple 
plans and maps.) 

2) Monitoring the daily temperature of the water 
and presenting the results as a simple graph. 

3) On this graph marking the days when frogs were first 
seen, and when the first spawn appears. 

4) Compiling a 'frog diary' recording any interesting 
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observations or infor:nrttion discovered. 

5) Sett ins; up <ln "l.q1J'3riu'1l wi th developin.~ tacipoles 

for more detailed studies "lnd observations. 

Here the children arp intrc<il.1('ed to sevp.r'l.l new 8nd 

important skills: the safe handling and correct use of 

sim]?le meaBuring equipment; the need for continuous 

meA..3urement, and the reGular recordin~ of measurements 

and obse!'Vations. As records are kept from year to year, 

it is also possible to make direct comparisons (see the 

section on internretative and resource materials). 

School policy encourages parents, and on many occasions 

they give invaluable help. They supervise small groups 
of children t'lking their measurements and making observations 

which are then processed back in the cl8.ssroom. Bach 

p<lTent has his or her little group and so a pleasant l . .,rorking 

relationship is built up between them. The parent'> them

selves become very intere'lteck in the children's work, a 

p'3.ttern which repeats itself throughout the 'lchoo!. 

Here is a copy of "l. graph m"lde by one first ye'3.r boy 

in 1982: 
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·rhis e;raph cont.inues until the 2nd Apr:l, :'l.ftel:' which, 

no mor~ adult fro8R were recorded. 



Pl a t e 12 - Stu1ying amph ibiRns 
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saved from year to year and each second year child is 
responsible for their plant. The record so far stands 
at 2m 68cm, and the resulting seed head contained over 
2,000 seeds! The second year work can be shown as a flow 
diagram: 

Maths Work: 
graphs 
growth rate 

collecting 
& drying 

growth requirements 
experiments 

rL __ ~~L-____ --~-uiary of events 

sorting & 
identification 

drawing/collage 

labelling 
& storing 

creative 
\ ,..;.factual 
writing 

WILD FLOWERS 

Identification 
using visual keys 

)rt 
creative 

etc. 
r-----.., 

soil 
work 

d~criPtive 

correct use 

texture & size 
observation 

weeding 
sowing 

plant care 

safe use of 
equipment 

The range of activities diversifies conSiderably, 
former skills are improved, and new ones introduced. 
Observational work includes the close scrutiny required 
to sort different seeds and to identify growing plants. 
This is further practised by use of microscopes to get 
an even closer view of the finer structures being studied. 

Manipulative skills, some aspects of which require 
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quite a delicate touch, are practised in gardening techniques 
and growth experiments. Measuring needs to become more 
precise in order to monitor growth rates of seedlings. 

Controlled experiments to discover the basic requirements 
of plant growth are undertaken and, again, continuous 
measuring and recording becomes important. 

The concept of continuous attention is reinforced 
further in the nurturing and care of plants and ensuring 
they have correct growing conditions. 



An important example of how work can be linked across 

the age groups can be ~ iv en here . 
A group of fourth year s became interested in how 

oil could be produced from plants and so persuaded the 
second years to let them have some of their sur plus sun
flow er seeds . With the a id of a bookbinding pr ess , they 
did succ eed in extracting a small amount of sunflower oil . 
The fourth years then co- operated with the second years , 

combin ed thei r knowledge of th e subject , and produced a 
joint project of their work . 

PJ a te 13 - Gardening activities in progress 

The third years a r e i ntroduced to the arthropod kine;dom 
and the theme is ' minibeasts '. 

Methods of tra,ping , catching , and kee p in g specimens 
for further study can be introduced in the autumn t erm 

using pitfall traps , water trRps , pooters , sweep nets etc . 
The captures can f i rst be sorted into main gr oups 

( i . e. beetles , spiders , flies etc .) us i ng a visual key 
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and then identified furth er ( if requ ired ) using a dichotomous 
key , (Exampl es can be seen in fies . 4 - S) ) and / or books . 
Instruction and practice in the use of keys can be done 
at this stage . 

Resul ts of trappings can be expressed graphically 
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Fii. 8 - .The first page of a typical dichotomous key. 
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and average results for successive trappings can be found. 
A consideration of preferred habitats c~n be made, 

bringing in such ideas as, protection behaviour and camouflage. 
Artwork, poems and stories can all be initiated from 

this work. 
During the winter a foray into the environmental science 

area will reveal places where mini beasts are hibernating. 
This naturally leads into a consideration of arthropod life
cycles and adaptations to the cold. 

In the summer term pond-dipping can be done to study 
aquatic mini beasts. Previous work on keys helps identification 
work. Some of the more obvious adaptations to water can 
be discussed, e.g. gills, breathine tubes, the 'oars' of 
the water boatman etc. 

A minibeast hunt can be undertaken. Using the knowledge 
g~ined in the first term, the class could predict where 
they would expect to find certain minibeasts and then see 
if they were correct. 

Later in the summer term it may be possible to carry 
out a butterfly survey. A route round the nature reserve 
is selected and walked regularly (e.g. twice a week), weather 
conditions are noted along with the number of speCies and 
the actual numbers seen. 

Shown as a flow diagram, the third year scheme looks 
something like this: 

keysidentification charts techniques 

books 

safe use of 
equipment 

care & consideration 
for live captures 

metamorph~sm ~~~~J-----choice 

.--=------, 

semi-aquatic 
insects 

charts 

feeding behaviour 

graphs 
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This work has ' a heavy experimental bia s a nd g ives 

pl enty of opport un i ti eR 

skill s to be employed . 

f i e l d eQui pment becomes 

fo r sampling , 

A grea t er use 

nece s sa r y and 

meas ring a nd collecting 

of l abor a tory and 

safe , re sponsible 
behavi our i s e s sen tial t o av oi a ccidents a nd breaka ges . 

The da ta collected fro m t hese experiments wi l l reQuire 
mor e sophist i "I t en pr ocessing , re sul tin3 i n new gr a phical 
and ma t hema t ical s kil l s . 

I dentifi ca tion wor k becomes more detai l ed and t he u se 
of d i chotomous , a s well a s vi sual , keys needs t o be unders t ood . 

In a lmos t ever ything t ackl ed ther e are opportunities 
fo r que s tions to be a Rked, obs er va tions t o be made and 
exper imental de ign t o be d i s cus s ed . 

I deas conc ernin E: ani mal ber' llVi our a nd adapt a ti on s 
a r e eme r gi ng , and theor i es C"l n be t es ted by experimentation . 

The exampl e g iv en ea r l i er concer ning ponn sna i l s shows 
a t ypi ca l ,inv e s t ieation . 

Pla t e 14 - Pond di pp i ng . 

In the fourth year an att empt i s made t o come t owa rds 
an understanding of t he inter dependence of liv i ng t h i ngs 
and t he preferences of some pl an t s and an i ma l s to s pecific 
cond i t ions . This is a 

i nvestigat ions ca r ri ed 

on acquir ed knowl edge . 

nr awing t ogether of the thr ead s of 

out i n pr eviou year s and buil d i ng 

Th e theme through whi ch t hese ha bi ta ts 



are studied is soil. 
In the autumn term standRrd sized samples of soil are 

collected from different habitats on the nature reserve. 
These are then carefully sorted for mini beasts (a follow-on 
from 3rd year work) which are identified and counted. 
Working in groups, each group can make a graph of their 
results, then come together with other groups to combine 
resul ts and/or make comparis"ons. 

Work can be done on soil structure; how it was formed, 
and its main constituents. The different types of soil on 
the reserve can be identified using a dichotomous key 
and a map can be made showing the position of the different 
soils on the nature reserve. 

In the spring term two properties of soil can be tested 
using simple laboratory equipment; acidity and drainage 
efficiency. This can lead to a discussion on how this 
might affect plants and animals. 

In the summer term a 'plant diary' can be built up 
using identification sheets, showing which plants prefer 
which habitats (or which are not fussy), and when they 
flower. The different habitats can be compared in many 
ways for similarities and differences. 

As a flow diagram, the fourth year work would take 
the following form: 
ide 

production 

constituents 
nutrient cycle ~ ____ 1-__ ~ 

PROPERTIES 

animals 

comparisons 
r'-------, 

preferences 
food webs 

pH drainage 

However, this is only the bare skeleton of the work 
which can be covered and digressions into a variety of 
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personal interests are possible, as the example, quoted 
earlier, of the plankton study shows. 

By this stage children are manipulating equipment with 
a high degree of skill and are assimilating the. concepts 
which are necessary for an understanding of the whole 
habitat. The ideas·of food webs and nutrient cycles are 
forming. Some of the more able children are in a position 
to decide in what form to express their data and results. 

Often their personal knowledge, through opportunities 
to follow up interests, can become prodigious and ~junior 
experts' have appeared on a wide range of subjects, from 
fungi to skulls. 

To illustrate the range and diversity of work done 
by the fourth year, the author would like to give three, 
contrasting, examples. The first is by a girl who, inspired 
by the book 'Country Diary of an Edwardian Lady', decided 
to compile. her own 

" 
'Nature Diary'. 
Spring Has Sprung! 

30th April, 1983. 
There has been a· change in the weather. Where it 

was windy and cold it has become warm and slightly breezy. 
This has made a dramatic change in the ponds and surrounding 
vegetation. 

The trees are in bloom. The flowering cherry is in 
full bloom. The blossom is pink and white. The leaf buds 
on the beech tree are just opening. Soon they will become 
full size leaves. The flowers of the silver birch are 
catkins. The tree has very tiny and sparse leaves at the 
moment • 

•••••••••••••• the dandelions and daises are flowering. 
A member of the clover family is black medick. It gets 
its' name because the seeds are black and it was used for 
medicine. Salad burnet is edible. The fern like leaves 
taste like bitter lettuce or cucumber ••••••••••••••• " 
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This continues for several pages and includes observations 
and illustrations from the ponds and other areas. This 
was just one entry in a diary that continued weekly for 
three months. 

The second example is tpe work of a boy who had not 
previously shown much interest in school work. The class 



were using clinometers to measure tree and hedge height; 
an activity which captured his interest and enthusiasm. 

"We measured the height of the hedge at Om, 6m, 12m, 
18m, 24m. First we measured 20m from the hedge and put 
a pole in the ground. Then we got a clinometer and took 
it in turns to lay on the ground and measure the hedge. 
This was done by lining up the top of the plant with the 
top of the clinometer and pulling the trigger. When the 
pointer had stopped swinging you got the angle in degrees. 
When we had got 10 measures we added them all up and divided 
them by 10. Now we had an average angle to work out the 
height of the hedge. You draw a scale drawing. The easiest 
is 1cm ~ 1m. You draw a line of how far away you are from 
the hedge to scale. Then you draw in your average angle 
and draw a line going through the angle mark. 

Here is an example. If your average reading was 320 

this is what your drawing would look like 
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The final example shows three pages of children's work 
on soil. They cover three separate experiments; firstly, 
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an investigation into the drainage properties of soil, secondly, 
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a manipulation of litmus ~nd universal indicator paper and 
the information this reveals concerning the acidity/alkalinity 
of liquids, and finally an application of this knowlertge in the 
context of soil tests. 
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Plate 15 - ConcentrAtion is requ ired to 

count plants for a frequency 
and distr ibution survey . 

As mentioned before , there is plp.nty of opportunity 

with in this curriculum structure to digr ess into whatever 

special interests are Aroused in the children . Some become 

intere ted enou ~h to join natural history clubs such as 
' Wa tch' or the Young Ornitholoeists Club , and become very 
active within their lOCAl group . There is a school club 
which meets one night after school ;lDd during lunchtimes 
which is responsible for the maintainance of the various 
habitats . This involves them directly in conservation 
work and introduces the i dea that land has to be managed 

to produce desired habitats . For larger maintainance jobs, 
for exa mple pond clearance ; parents are asked to help and 
there is usually no problem in finding a task force of 
willing volunteers . 

The author also started a ' Watch ' club ( the junior 
brAnch of t he Royal Society f or Nature Conservation ) within 
the school and par ents and children attend r egular meetings 
to pl aces of i n t er es t wjthin the area . These cover a range 

o f activi t i es such as bi r d wa tching , nature r am bles, pond 

dipping , fun gus f or ays, and badger wa tching . 

Both of t hes e clubs t hrive but , by t heir very nature , 
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can only involve a small proportion of children. The 
school, as a whole, has two residential trips involvine 
all of the third and fourth year classes. These are not 
solely environmental science trips but could accurately 
be described as environmental studies trips where historical, 
geographical and social aspects are also taken into 
consideration. 

The third years spend two nights at Bath youth hostel 
and three days exploring Bath, Bristol, and Cheddar Gorge. 
For the visit to Cheddar, preparatory and follow-up work 
is done on caves and cave-formation, and the birds and 
flowers they are likely to see whilst there are studied 
and discussed. 

The fourth years go to the Lake District and spend 
three nights at Grasmere Youth Hostel. For this trip work 
is done on rock types and formation,_minerals, flowerless 

--~ 

plants (particularly mosses and ferns), and birds and~ 
flowers of the mountains. Direct reference can be made~ 
here to the plants growing in the acid peat bog and to ~ 
the geological garden. 

In conclusion then, what started as a strong belief 
in the educational importance of environmental science has 
evolved into a structured curriculum which can be used as 
a sound vehicle for skills acquisition. It allows children 
to work at their own level, often on their own interests; 
and gain valuable practical and experimental experience. 

It is to be hoped that the following statement from 
the 1980 HMI paper has been fulfilled, at least in part. 

"The development and use of opportunities, the special 
skills of teachers and enthusiasms of children should be 
used to enhance the quality of work beyond what might come 
from simply uniformity of practice, ••••••••• wben teachers 
make good use of their particular interests and strengths, 
they can take children much further than is now common." 

PHASE 4 - Development of Interpretive 
and Resource Material. 

As the environmental science work got underway and 
projects were initiated it rapidly became obvious that the 
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resources available, particularly books, were inadequate. 
There were sometimes insufficient books to support the work 
undertaken or, they fell into the categories of having 
either too much, or too little information. There was 
the added problem that books being expensive items, and 
primary school budgets being small, it was impractical to 
use them in situations where they might get damaged, i.e. 
outside, near water. 

After much thought and discussion with colleagues, 
the author decided to attempt to produce material which 
would help to interpret the nature reserve. The basic 
aim was to produce simple visual identifications which 
could be used 'in situ' and were robust enough to be rained 
on, or accidentally dropped in the pond. 

The first sheets covered pond life and pond plants, 
~efer figs. 4-7.) 

The problem of making them strong and waterproof was 
solved by sticking them firmly to very thick card and 
covering them in transparent adhesive film. Before this 
was done they were coloured for easier identification. 
20 copies of each were made, enough for a whole class to 
use. The master copies were kept as a resource for future 
replacements. The original sets have withstood the test 
of time as they have been in use now for three years with 
little sign of wear. 

Encouraged by this success, further sets were produced 
for minibeasts, and flowerless plants (mosses, fungi, ferns 
and lichen). The latter also included information which 
would give a general introduction. Figures 9 and 10 give 
an example. 

The plants of the nature reserve presented a greater 
challenge as over 60 species had already been recorded. 
The author decided to order them chronologically month 
by month, from March to July, the peak times of study. 
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This still presented problems as many plants flower over a 
period of several months. A partial solution was to illustrate 
only the plants which had come into flower that month and 
to simply list the plants that were still flowering from 
the previous months sheet. Figures 11 and 12 give an example. 

Although perfectly usable in this form, it does mean a 
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considerable amount of cross-referencing and it is alw::tys 
advisable to work outside with the sheet pertaining to 
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that month in conju~ction with those which had gone before it. 
The pond plants were e::tsier as they were in a specific 

area of the reserve, thus it was possible to draw an actual 
distribution chart for them in addition to recording their 
presence. Fig. 13 shows a typica.l month. 

It was only after the production of these resources 
that it was fully realised how import::tnt materialspeclfic 
to the ::trea could be, and how much use could be g::tined 
from it. The author then set about the task of taking the 
interpretation a stage further from visual keys to actual 
cataloguing of the species present and the production of 
information about them. 

Plants were photographed,' some printed commercially, and 

others processed in the school darkroom. Each photograph was 

mounted on card with general information on the pla~and its 

location in the nature reservee This project 

took 18 months to complete and covers over 100 species of 
plants, an example is shown in Fig. 14. In production 
is a similar (but smaller) volume of the trees of the reserve 

and school grounds. 
To supplement the visual key for pond animals the 

author produced a booklet entitled "Pond Life - the freshwater 

animals in the Deeping st. James School Ponds". This covers 
basic pond ecology (e.g. vegetation zones, food webs) and 

·then specifically illustrates the creatures found in the 
school ponds. 3ven with this limitation, it extends over 
40 pages, two of which are produced as examples in Figures 
15 and 16. 

Fifty copies were printed of this for use in the school, 
however, its usefulness has been acknowledged further afield 
and copies are to be found in places like the library of 
the local teachers centre. 

The topics for interpretation in this form are endless 
and work is alw8.ys 'in progress'. Such resources as these 
provide children with the chance to work more independently 
at identi tying the flor.a and f"lUna 8.rollnd them. They bre8.k 

down the skills of inform8.tion-getting into m'3.nage8.ble 

steps which is more satisfying ''In,j likely to be rememb",red. 
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COMMON POppy 

(Papaver rhoeas ) 

A member of t he Poppy family - PAPAV8RACEAE . 

Annual . 

Grows up t o 50 cm . 

Found OIl waste places , disturbed ground, fields etc . 

Very common . 

Flowers May to August . 

Fi g . 14 
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GREAT DIVING BEETLE 

/O(vC\ 
cwIult 

rlld of l!tbolOf\1t-11. 
CD 1It.c.../-s {lIt" 

For their size, great diving beetles are probably the most 

ferocious creatures in the pond. Both the larvae and the 

adults will attack any other anima~ even quite large fish. 

The larva has two large jaws which it sticks into its prey 

and sucks out the juices, leaving only the skin. The adult 

has very strong jaws and chews its prey to pieces. If you 

hold them in your hands for long, they may try to bite you! 

The larva stays in the water for about a year, eating and 

growing bigger before turning into an adult. 

Both larva and adult breathe air and so need to come to the 

surface from time to time. The larva has a breathing tube 

at the end of its tail but the adult~kea ita own bubble ot 

air down with it, trapped under the abdomen. 

Fie. 15 
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WHIRLIGIG BEBTLES 

Whirligig beetles can be seen mainly in the summer swimming 

in circles on the water surface. They usually gather 

together in large groups, supported by the surface film of 

the water. 

They eat insects which have fallen on the water and are 

drowning, or dead insects just below the surface. To do 

this they need to be able to see in both air and water, and 

so, they have special eyes. The eyes are divided into two 

parts. The top part can see in air, and the bottom part 

can see in water. 

Their two back pairs of legs have become very short, like 

paddles, and this gives them their very fast, circular 

swimming pattern. 

The larvae have gills and live completely under the water 

in among the plants. They live on a mixture of dead and 

dying small insects. 
Fig. 16 
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These resources also make it easier for non-scientific 
members of staff to constructively use the nature reserve 
and there is a general concensus that confidence to undertake 
environmental science work has increased and been made 
very much easier. 

To eive an example of how these resources would be 
used, work on pond animals would probably take the following 
form: 

identifying using 
visual key. 

collecting & observing 
sample. 

further 
exp~rimentation 

further possible 
enquiry in the light 
of knowledge gained. 

~ 
r0ferrin~ to books for 

accessing ba~ic , deeper knowledge. 
information usin~ pond 
life booklet. 

Another type of resource which has proved very valuable 
is the work of the children themselves. Their work is often 
of a hi~h enough stan<iClrd to be put together in a project 
booklet and kept as a reference for further work on that 
subject. For eXAnlple, there are now records of pond water 
temperatures, frog si~htings and frog-spawn counts for 
three years and so direct comparisons can be made. There 
are further studies on plankton, lichen, grasses, fish 
and many others. The volume of material being compiled 
is such that there is strong justification for environmental 
sciences occupying its own section of the library and this 
may well be one of the considerations of the future. 

Other future developments include such ideas as using 
the school microcomputer for dichotomous keys and for storing 
a catalogue of available information. The possibilities 
are increasing continually, all that is required is the 
time and the energy to carry them out. Both are precious 
commodities, but already.a great deal has been done to give 
the environmental science curriculum the back-up it needs 
and deserves. 



Evaluation 
The evaluation of a project of this nature is difficult. 

Shipman (1983) has this to say: 
"Evaluating the effectiveness of different curricula 

has defeated most researchers. Dispute over 
reliability and validity has been the main outcome, 
and this has kept academics busy rather than 
informing teachers of the best way forward." 

Despite this pragmatic and pesSimistic view, it is 
true to say that teaching and assessment are inseparable, 
a fact which can be observed wherever teaching occurs. 
Much of this is instantaneous, spontaneous and continuous, 
and a skilled teacher can soon assess the success of a 
topic by bringing his or her professional judgement to 
bear on such things as, level of interest, time on task, 
etc. 

In the context of the curriculum, four aspects can 
be identified to help an attempt at evaluation: 

1) Content; the body of knowledge to be studied. 
2) Organisation; the relationships between subjects, 

continuity within them, and the 
way they are taught. 
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3) Situation; the situation for which the curriculum 
has been organised and the way it 
serves the children. 

4) Impact; the effect on pupils, staff, the 
community, and outside agencies. 

The content of the environmental science curriculum 
has already been discussed in great detail and no more 
needs to be said here beyond a reminder that the subject 
matter was chosen not only for its' intrinsic worth, but 
as a vehicle for skills acquisition and general motivation. 

The organisation has been carefully planned to provide 
opportunities for skills already acquired to be enhanced 
and new ones introduced. This, almost by definition, 
produces a strong interweaving of subjects; mathematics, 
reading, writing, art and communication, all play a part. 
The effect is further heightened by the school policy of 
working an integrated day. This complex web requires a 



variety or teachine strateeies involving a combination or 
child-centred and teacher-centred learning situations. 
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The situation ror which the curriculum has been organised 
Is two rold. Firstly, the opportunity to learn ways or 
tackline problems by application or the 'scientific method', 
and secondly, the opportunity to work in the environment 
with living systems in the hope that attitudes of care 
and respect for the natural world are fostered. 

The overall effectiveness of the content, organisation, 
and situation of the curriculum, will determine its' impact 
on staff, pupils and outside agencies. Thus, a consideration 
of the Im:[lact aA <' .... nolc will give a summative evaluation 
of the project. 

Turning again to Shipman, he recommends that teachers 
can evaluate impgct in three ways: 

1) the shared judgements of headteacher and staff. 
2) the performance of the pupils. 
3) a validation of judeements by ellctting opinions 

and resllonses rrom outside agencies such as inspec
tors, advisers, neiehbouring teachers, parents. 
am! academics. 

Ir constructive usage of an area can be employed as 
a measurement of success. then Table 2 is adequate proof 
of the staff me:nbers shared judgement:;; of the environmental 
science area. 

Most teachers in the school agree that their own personal 
knowledge and interest has increased as a result of this 
work. This is combined with a general concensus of opinion 
that the children's work is of a hieh standard, in line 
with a hieh level of motivation and interest. It is in 
qualifyine this last statement that problems arise. The 
objective assessment of pupil performance has been the 
subject of many erudite books and papers but the production 
of practical classroom models remains elusive. 

Standardised tests exist in such subjects as mathematics 
and reading, the results of which can be compared with 
objective criteria but in most areas of the primary curriculum 
such a quantitative approach is most difficult. 

In a qualitative approach it is possible to pass pro-



Table 2 

Time 
Scale 

The Evolution of the Environmental Science 
Curriculum. 

Curriculum Design Policy and Usa~e 
% of class structure 
time spent of work 

Before No general policy 
project 

0.5% taken as it 
arose 

started 

Year 
1 

Educational aims & 
Objectives defined 

discussion & planning 5-10% 
. t 

initial trial topics 
tF.lught by author 

a small, but 
separate part 
of the 
curriculum 
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--------1----------------------

Year 

3 
to 

present 

introriuction and 
consolidation of 
curriculum 
throughout school 10-20% 

work forms 
a m)lch larger 
part of the 
curriculum 
integrated with 
other class 
activities 



fession~l judgement usin~ such parameters as interest, 
~otivation (time on task), and st~ndard of work produced. 
There are examples of the hitter in earlier parts of the 
case study. These examples are representative of the r~ne;e 
I'Ind overall 'luality of the children's work in environmental 
science and, as illustrations to the narrative, represent 
work by children across the ability range. 

The interest and motivation shown by the children 
is indisputable. Many examples could be cited of children 
of all levels of ability lavishine; an unparalleled amount 
of time and care on a project or investigation. This 
enthusiasm spreads beyond the bounds of school lesson time. 
Participation in clubs and other extramural activities is 
very hie;h; both the school 'e;ardenine;' club and the 'Watch' 
e;roup are heavily oversubscribed, and weekends are gladly 
spent nature rambling, birdwatchine;, pond-clearing, or 
some other. related activity. Many of the children have 
become individual members of such national clubs as the 
Youne; Ornithologists, and some work at home on projects 
in their own time. The author is often shown these I'Ind 
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is alwl'lYs impressed by the I'lmount of time, effort, and 
dedication which has gone into them. Some have been submitted 
for competitions and have won prizes, or been highly commended. 

A considerA.tion of these eXAmples suggests that pupil 
performance is not only high, but has increased since the 
introduction of the environmental science scheme. An 
important task for the future is to produce a checklist of 
desired skills, knowledge, and concepts, and attempt a 
more quantitative criterion-referenced evaluation. Such a 
scheme will need a great deal of thoue;ht, discussion, and 
co-operation. 

Returning to the present, the third of Shipman's methods 
for evaluating impact can now be applied. 

The head teacher and staff are convinced of the importance 
of the environmental science scheme but their professional 
judgements are best validated by gaining the opinions of 
outside agencies. 

The closest of these are the parents and community 
around the school. From the very start of the project 



parental involvement was high, indeed, it couldn't have 
started without the massive support received. People such 
as firms and local contractors, unconnected directly with 
the school, also gave freely of their skills and knowledge 
because of a belief in the benefits of such a project. 
What started as a working group of parents to construct 
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the actual habitats has widened to include habitat manage
ment, small group supervision, cataloguing resources, and 
photographic recording. They give the school a tremendous 
amount of support and are very interested in their children's 
work, so much so, . that the author has often been approached 
by them to run a course incorporating the type of work 
done by their children! This is something to which serious 
consideration must be given. 

The inspectorate and advisory service have paid very 
close attention to the development of the project and cite 
the school· as an excellent example of good practise in 
environmental education. There are numerous visits through
out the year from advisers, inspectors, head teachers , teachers, 
and lecturers, wanting to know more about the scheme of 
work and its' operation. On occasions, when a visit to 
the school has not been feaSible, the author has been asked 
to go to other schools, colleges, and universities to 
lecture and advise. 

The school is repeatedly asked to put on exhibitions 
of chi1drens' work. These have covered such diverse locations 
as The 8ast of England Show and a conference of Surrey 
teachers and advisers. There have been occasions when, 
due to time and other commitments, invitations and requests 
to exhibit have had to be declined. 

Perhaps the final accolade is when the work of the 
school is recognised nationally. This has happened when 
children have been successful with their projects in competi
tions. An example of their work has also been published 
in the Association for Science Education's broadsheet 
'Primary Science'. Both the B.B.C. and I.T.V. have filmed 
the children at work for local programmes, and the school 
has won a 'Kestrel Award! This is an award organised by 
B.B.C.'s 'Wi1dtrack' programme for work in the promotion 



Table 3 

recognition of a ne~d 
for a comprehensive 
environmental science 

"h,m,. "'-

p1.nniog & "n'~i'n p1,nnin, & d,..l,pm,n' 
of site of curriculum 

~ / 
parent, staff & 
pupil invI1v,m,n, 

)mp1 ... n"",n of "Ti'U1", 

hie;h standard of approval from 
work from pupils outside ae;enciHs 

continued p8rental 
inV01V1[,nt • ,upp,rt 

meaRures of the 
projects success. 

interest from 
ree;ional & national 
associations 
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of conservation. 
The start of this project can be likened to someone 

droppin,:; a large stone in a still pool; the ripples have 
s~read far and wide in ever-increasing circles. 

Table 3 summarises the situation: 
Although this evaluation is of a qualitative nature, 

a number of indisputable facts emerge concerning the schools 
approach 

1 ) 

2) 

to environmental science: 
that involvement in the subject has increased 
at all levels from staff, pupils. and parents, 
that, through this involvement, levels of interest 
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and amount of time engaged in environmental activities 
has increased by all concerned, 

3) that the increased interest and commitment by 
the pupils has produced a standard of work which 
has been recognised nationally as very high, 

4) that the work done at school is used by other 
educators as a.n example of good scientific and 
educational practice. 

The author feels, therefore, that the time, effort, 
expertise, and enthusiasm which has gone into the project 
is more than justified. The school has a resource which 
is second to none and a method of working which gives 
children the opportunity to thInk and work scientific!'\lly 
which, reeardless of whether science subjects are studied, 
gives an approach to problem-solving which can be a:pplied 
to all areas of the curriculum, and beyond. In the words 
of the Warnock Re:port (1978), the aim of the curriculum 
should be: 

"firstly, to enlarge a child's knowledge, experience 
and imaginative understanding, and thus his awareness of 
moral values and capacity for enjoyment: and secondly, to 
enable him to enter the world after formal education is 
over as an active ·participant .. insociety and a responsible 
contributor to it," 

* * * * 
Having established that properly structured science 

work in primary schools can have very desirable results, 
both educationally and socially, the author decided it 



would be important and appropriate to establish the presence 
and status of similar work in other primary schools in 
Lincolnshire. 

The impression gained during advisory visits and 
discussions with other teachers was that environmental work 
was viewed as important but problems revolved around an 
inability, through insufficient expertise, to draw together 
ideas into a cohesive scheme. There was a feeling that 
the sound, practical advice which was so desperately needed, 
was not easily available. 
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Despite this, some schools were engaged in interesting 
and promising work and so it seemed timely to run a survey to 
gain some insight into provision, resources, and curriculum 
organisation for environmental science. 

The next chapter traces the development and implementation 
of a survey by questionnaire, and discusses the implications 
which the results produced. 

• 
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1) Introduction 

A questionnaire survey was deemed most appropriate as the 

time and finance involved in actual visits to. schools were prohibitive. 

A careful investigation of questionnaire design was conducted , 

and a literature survey revealed that in 1974 the 
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University of Nottingl'J8.1' A.T.O. In-service Science Committee 
carried out a survey, by questionnaire, into science ertuc~tion 
provision and I.N.S.E.T. requirements in primary schools 
in Nottinghamsl'Jire, !)erbyshire,8nd Lincolnshire. The 
chairman of the cornmi ttee waR H. \/. Er8.dley, who interpreted 
the results frcm the survey and produced a report. 

The survey found that v8ry fe"! schools ha r1 science 
specialists in th8m and science~plByed a very small role 

('0 

in the work of primary school.'3. 
Th," majori ty of teachers 'lHestioned had done no 

I.N.S.E.T .. work but a number eX:Dr~ssed a ",'ish to have hBlp 

with classroom activities associated "!ith: skills improve
ment, protlem-solving, improving personal knowledge, and 
curriculum developnl'mt. 

There was a.n ~.dde'j desire for in-service work to b~ 

done in school time. 
In his conclusion Bradl'?y highlighted t"!o aspects of 

the d8.ta which, if acted upon, might im:!?rove the situation. 
Firstly, that more science seemed to be done in schools 
with a science·specialist "Ind secondly, ;;I.n obvious need 
"!as expresseJo~or activities outside the school which 
expanded kno' .... le'ige "1.nd ins:!?ired confidence in teachers to 
undertake science work with their classes. 

The final paragraph of his conclusion states, 
"Perhaps the brightest hope for the future lies in 

linking these {wo together, the in-school organisation 
and the outside school support, much more closely th8.n 
in the past, so tha t involvement in one enco1lrages invol ve
ment in the otller and all teachers in a staff becorrl<> inv01ved. n 

This renort urovided . . 
survey which evolved into 
assessm8nt of the presF'>nt 

a st8rting point for the present 

8. ~wo-fOld study; firstly, Cln 
~'tll"ltion in environment8.l science 

in prim"ry schools in Lincolnshire, "Ind sec00dly, 8. comparison 

of re!ults with' the Bradley Report to observe and assess 



any changes which may have taken place in the last decade. 
The final questionnaire took two forms and incorporated 

some of the questions asked by Bradley in 1974. There was 
one questionnaire for head teachers to complete involving 
questions on school size, organisation, and facilities; 
and another for teachers requesting information concerning 
classroom organisation, attitudes, and training. 

The questions themselves also took two forms. Most 
were of a yes/no response and required the appropriate 
box to be ticked, but questions which needed a degree of 
response were designed so that the respondent circled a 
number along a continuum of 1 to 6 as a measure of agreement 
o~ importance. A continuum of six responses was preferred 
as five or seven response alternatives would have produced 
a mid-point which would provide a safe haven for respondents 
reluctant to commit themselves. 

Copies of the actual questionnaires used my be found 
in Appendix lII. 

2) The Sample. 
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Due to time and cost logistics it was decided to limit 
the sample to primary schools in Lincolnshire. The schools 
within that county were first separated into groups, according 
to the number of pupils on roll. This produced the following 
pattern: 

Size of school Number Percentage of Total 
Group 1 (>50) 85 25% 
Group 2 (51-100) 77 23% 
Group 3 ( 101-200) 90 27% 
Group 4 (201-400) 70 21% 
Group 5 (401+) 10 4% 

Total 332 

As Lincolnshire is a predominantly rural county, there 
is a high proportion of small village schools. This Is 
reflected in the fact that 48% of schools have less than 
100 pupils on roll. The author felt it was necessary to 
preserve these proportions when choosing the sample in order 
to obtain an accurate representation of the school structure 
within the county. Total sample numbers for each group were 
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fixed but within that, the schools were selected randomly. 
In all, 80 schools were chosen and, in order to maximise 

the questionnaire returns, each head teacher was contacted 
by telephone, had the survey explained to him/her, and 
asked if the school would take part. All agreed to do so. 

A pilot sample to 30 schools was despatched in November, 
1983 and, as the returns on these showed no apparent problems 
with the questionnaire format, it was then circulated to 
the remaining 50 schools in March 1984. The total returns 
were as follows: 

Size of school No. sent No. returned 
Group: 1 20 (25%) 9 (16%) 

2 18 (22%) 17 (30%) 
3 21 (26%) 10 (18%) 
4 17 (21%) 16 (29%) . 
5 5 ~6%l 4 (7%) 

Total 80 56 

The returns represented 7q~ of the total sample. 
Whilst this is acceptable, the author had hoped for a 
hieher response in view of the fact that all the schools 
had aereed to participate. 

Along with the replies from the 56 headteachers were 
269 teacher returns, giving a large enough sample to analyse 
for trends and differences. 

The bulk of the analysis was to be done using a com
puter statistics programme called 'Minitab' anj the items 
on the questionnaires had been constructed with that in 
mind. 

3) Analysis of Results 
The analysis was done with the completed head teachers , 

and teachers' results as two separate sets. Percentage 
responses were found and, on the questions requiring a 
score from 1 to 6, standard deviations and means were also 
calculated. 

From these two basic sets of data it was possible to 
remove and compare subsets to see which factors, if any, 
were affecting the overall results. The following subsets 
were examined: 



a) Headteachers' Questionnaire: 
size of school. 
the effect of a science 8pecialist on the staff. 
the effect of the possession of a school site for 
environmental sciences. 

b) Teachers' Questionnaire: 

of 
1 ) 

2) 

differences in response between men and women. 
differences in response between infant and junior 
teachers. 
the length of teaching experience. 
the responses of the specialist and non-specialist 
science teachers. 
Three statistical tests were then applied to the pairs 

subsets: 
Percentage 
proportion 
Means were 
data. 

scores were compared using a difference of 
test. 
compared using the t-test for uncorrelated 

3) The Spearman rank correlation coefficient was used to 
compare rankings of importance of skills and goals. 
The details of these tests can be found in Appendix 

IV. 
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Problems emerged when takin~ subsets from the head teacher 
questionnaire because of the sample size. This meant that 
only very large differences in proportions would show as 
statistically significant, in some cases as much as 15 to 
20 points. There were, however, a number of differences 
which, although not large enough to be significant, were 
worthy of consideration. The author has referred to these 
as 'trends' and has indicated them in the text as well as 
results which were significant at the 5% level or more. 

A further anomaly occurred on the teacher questionnaire. 
An analysis of the differences in response between men and 
women teachers showed that men thought the skills and goals 
of environmental science were significantly more important. 
Likewise, there appeared to be a similar difference between· 
infant and junior teachers. This then posed the problem 
as to which factor was affecting the results, sex or age 
group taught? 



Further analysis showed that all the men (except 1) 
tausht junior ase children so, if the response differences 
were sex-linked, these answers could be biasing the 
results of the infant/junior comparison. The tests were 
re-run with the man's responses removed and the following 
comparisons were made: 

a) infant women / junior women. 
b) junior women / junior men. 
The junior women rated skills and goals significantly 

higher than infant women but there was no significant 
difference between junior women and junior men. 

It follows therefore that the measured differences 
were due to the age of the children taue;ht and not directly 
sex-linked. 

4) Th~ Results 

a) The Schools. 
The responses of schools within the different groups 

varied, thus alterin~ the original proportions. This factor, 
in conjunction with sample size, mane n re-grouping nec
essary. The sample waR therefore seI'arated into two 81'oup8; 
schools with 100 pupils or less were claRsed as small 
schools whereas more than 100 pupils earned the designation 
of large school. 

Size of School 
Group: 1 

2 

3 
4 

5 

No. 

9)J small 
17) schools 

10)] lar,re 
16) flch~olS 

4) 

= 26 = 46% 

.. 30 = 54% 
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Most of the schoolfl sampled covered the whole primary 
ase range of 5-11 years, but other combinations were present: 

Age range of pupils: No. ?~ response 
5-7 
8-11 
5-11 

Other 

3 
4 

43 
6 

5 
7 

77 
11 

None of the schools were entirely open-plan, but 12% 
had some open-plan areas. The ~reater majority, 88~~, had 
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a classroom for each class. 
All schools said they did environmental science in 

some form, the commonest policy being to treat it as a planned 
part of broader topics. A number of schools, however, 
admi tted that they had no general policy'. 

Environmental science 
takes place as: No. % response 

1) a separate part of the 
curriculum 

2) a planned part of 
broader topics 

3) it arises 
4) not at all 
5) no e;eneral policy 
6) some combination 

of the above 

5 9 

25 45 
9 16 
o 0 

3 5 

16 25 

The pattern was repeated for both large and small 
schools with a trend (7% Clgainst 12%) for large schools 
to treat environmental science as a separate part of the 
curriculUlll. This may be linkp.d to the trend for science 
specialists to be in tl1e larger schools although only 19 
out of the 56 schools (34%) ha.rl a science specialist anyway. 
No. of science specialists: No. % 

None 37 66 
1 

2 

3 

14 
4 
1 

25 

7 
2 

There is a suggestion, that the presence of a science 
specialist. may affect school policy as more schools with a 
science specialist treat environmental science as a separate 
part of the curriculum. This is reinforced by the fact 
that where a post of responsibility for science exists, it 
is filled by a science specialist, where available. 

School Policy fur % response % response 
environmental science science specialist non-specialist 

1 ) a separate part of 
the curriculum 16 6 

2) a planned part of 
broader topics 31 53 

3) as it arises 1 1 19 



4) not done 
5) no general policy 
6) some combination 

0 

1 1 
of 

o 
3 

the above 31 19 
b) School Grounds as environmental Science Areas. 

20 out of the 56 schools (36~) had a school site with 
facilities for environmental science work; 35% of these 
were small schools and 37~ large schools. The possession 
of such a site, therefore, was not linked to school size. 

60% of these sites had been built after the school, 
presumably as a response to a recoe;nised need. They were 
mostly financed by fund-raising efforts and grants and 
were built by voluntary labour. 

The six most common habitats available for study on 
these sites were as follows: 

Bird table/nest boxes 75% 
grassland 60% 
ponds 55% 
wood (or area of trees) 50% 
chequerboard garden 40% 
garden area 401-

Other habitats present were a tree nursery (30~), 

marshy area (25%), and moving water (10~). One school 
also kept livestock in the form of bantams, chickens and 
ducks. 

All the schools said they used sites away from the 
school grounds. The most popular were local habitats (77%), 
farm visits (57%), and zoo/wildlife park visits (50~). 

SchoOls without their own sites tended to use some 
facilities more, notably, nature reserves, field study 
centres, wildfowl centres, and gardens/parks. 

The data from which these results were obtained can be 
found in Appendix V. (pages 148 .,. 158). 
c) The Teachers 

The sample of teachers consisted of 74 (28%) men and 
188 (72~) women. 95 (38%) of these were infant teachers 
and 153 (62~) taught juniors. 

10% of the teachers were in their first five years 
of teaching and 8% had ta.ught for more than 31 years. The 
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majority, however, had taught for between 11 and 20 years. 

S 
E 
R 
V 
I 
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A 
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LENGTH OF SERVICE IN 'r'EfRS 

20 

? RESPONSE 

26% of teachers are eraduates but only 3% of their 
degrees are in a science subject (i.e. 9 teachers out of 
a total of 269). 

A further 12% took science as a main subject at 
Certificate of r~ducation level, the majority of which were 
biological/environmental science courses. 

? RESPONSE 

90 

39i 

48 



38% of teachp.rs had received no training in science. 
The pattern is similar for '0' and 'A' level study 

with the exception of biology which was studied to '0' 
level by 44~ of the teachers. 

A LE1JEI.. PASSES 

8 2 4 6 8 18 

7. RESPONSE 

o LE1JEI.. PASSES 

o 18 28 39 

7. RESPONSE 

When questioned about in-service education 57% of 
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117. 

12 

--

447. 

the sarnnl~ showed some involvement in a science-based course . . 
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durin~ their teaching career. Of that number, 50% had not 
been involved in I.N.S.E.T. trainin~ since 1st September 
1980, 42% had done less than a week with only 8% experiencing 
courses of one week or longer. 

Such a result may reflect the fact that teachers find 
courses unhelpful, this was actually mentioned in one case. 
Alternatively, it may be the case that there are not enough 
courses to attend, a possibility mentioned on several 
occasions by teachers, in conjunction with the fact that 
financial assistance was difficult to obtain. 

The latter suggestion is reinforced by the responses 
to question 10 concerning the provision of back~up resourses 
from the L.E.A. 

On the scale of 1-6 importance, the midpoint would 
be 3.5. All of the mean scores are in excess of this, 
suggesting that teachers considered all of the provisions 
listed important. Within that premise, some were more 
important than others and may be ranked as follows: 

1 ) 

2) 

3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 

d) 

mean score 
more financial assistance 4.6 
prepared guidelines in curriculum content 4.25 
more courses to attend 4.22 
a greater availability of the advisory service 4.13 
prepared gUidelines for eqUipment buying 3.96 
a course based at your school 3.8 

Teachers involvement with environmental studies and 
their attitudes to it. 
Environmental science was taught in some form by all 

teachers.· 50% described their work as either a specified 
part of the curriculum, as a planned part of broader topics, 
or a combination of the two. 66% also said a scheme of 
work or set of broad guidelines was available. 

Environmental science developed as it arose for 50% 
of teachers, and a further 34% admitted to no general policy. 

Some teachers commented that it was very difficult 
to judge the amount of time spent on environmental activities 
(particularly in an integrated day situation), however, 
52% estimated they spent 5% of their time, 34% used 10% 
of .lesson time, and a further 14% judged their time for 



environmental science as 15% or more. 
40% of teachers described their available first hand 

facilities as adequate whereas 50% felt they were poor, 
or less than adequate. Only 10~~ considered them good or 
excellent. 

, .-" .. ,-, 

ASSESSMENT OF FACILITIES 

o 10 20 30 411 

? RESPONSE 

The size of group undertaking environmental science 
at one time varied considerably. Some teachers managed 
to do small group work within a class but most worked 
as a class unit. The need for an oPDortunity to do small 
eroup work more often was recognised in part 7 of question 
10. 'Nhen asked to state what other L. "B.A. services would 
be important, many teachers requested more staff and/or 
ancillary help. 
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tlIMBER OF CHILDREH IH UJRKItf; GRO.PS 

o 5 10 15 28 25 

The two major attempts to introduce a national science 
scheme into primary schools were Nuffi'!ld Primary Science 
and th'! Schools Council project Science 5/13. Teachers 
were asked to rate their usage and/or knowledge of these 
schemes on a 1-6 scale. Scortne 1 wO;lld mean the. teacher 
had not heard of the sch~rnA Clnd scoring (; would mean it was 
used on a reeular basis. Scores of 2-5 would indicate a 
lesser or ereat8r degree of knowledge and usage. 

Nuffield Science scored rather low with 10% of teachers 
not havine heard of it and a further 59% who had heard of 
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it but did not use it with :my regularity. Only 4~ of teachers 
said the scheme was used regularly. 

Science 5/13 fared a little better as 10% of teachers 
used it regularly, with a further 40% using it occasionally. 
Even so, 38% ra.rely used it and 12% had not heard of it. 

T.V. programmes were only used a moderate amount (mean 
3~16). This may be a reflection of the material available 
but some schools pointed out that they did not have a 
television to watch. 

TAachers were next asked to express their. opinions 
on the skills and goals of environmental science and to 
rate their importance. As before, they used a scale from 



1-6; 1 indicating not important, 6 indicating essential. 
Again taking the mid-point to be 3.5, almost all the mean 
scores were above this. That is to say, all of the items 
listed were considered important but can be ranked according 
to order of importance. 

Skills: Mean score 
1) Make careful, first hand observations 
2) Make drawings from first hand observations 
3) Use reference books for further information 
4) Draw conclusions from results or make 

generalisations based on observations 
5) Write from first hand observations 
6) Make notes of observations/results during 

the course of their work. 

5.82 
4.84 
4.77 

4.17 
7) Make a satisfactory record of work 4.13 
8) Follow carefully instructions from a workcard, 

book or blackboard. 4.10 
9) Identify the variables operating in certain 

situations 3.69 
10) Design own experiments/investigations 3.49 
11) Choose what kind of record to make of their 

work. 3.31 
12) Decide the aspect of the topic they wish to 

study/investigate 3.29 
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The making and use of observations were clearly considered 
. the most important whereas the activities in which children 
made decisions on their own work were thought to be the 
least important. 

Teachers were very consistent in their responses to 
goals in environmental science and there was an almost 
unanimous decision that a knowledge, understanding and 
respect of the natural world was very importa.nt indeed. 

Goals: Mean score 
1) A respect and appreciation of the natural 

world. 5.66 
2) The ability to observe carefully. 5.61 
3) A knowledge of the natural world around us. 5.55 
4) The enjoyment of environmental activities. 5.53 
5) A questioning attitude towards surroundings. 5.48 



6) An understanding of basic concepts such as 
habitat differences, living requirements etc. 5.06 

7) The ability to use basic equipment safely 
and accurately. 

8) The ability to carry out simple investi
gations carefully and safely. 

9) The development of creative skills such as 

4.96 

4.79 

art, descriptive and imaeinative writing etc. 4.75 
10) The ability to find information from 

reference books. 4.61 
11) Problem solving skills. 4.38 

Further details of this data can be found in 

Appendix V(pages 159 - 163) 

e) Differences in resnonse fr0m men and women teachers. 
The most obvious, and significant (p=.01). difference 

between men and women teachers was in the trainin~ they 

had received. 
Degrees were more common among men than women (39% 

of men aeainst 20% of women) but there was no difference 
in the followine of science courses 8.S a main subject 
among non-graduates, (each scored 12%). 
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The two main differences were in a total lack of training 
in science. and the aee level for which teachers were trained. 
24% of men had received no science training as compared with 
44% of women. Only 62% of men were specifically primary 
trained in comparison with 88% women. 
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The analysis of the in-service training data showed 
that significantly more men than womenW=.01) had partici
pated in a science-based course during their career (66% 
against 53%) but there were no significant differences 
between the lengths of time spent on courses. 

(Data ref: Appendix V pages 164 - 167) 

f) Differences in reRponse due to the age-group taught. 
Within the sample of teachers, 95 (38%) taught the 

infant age group (5-7 year olds), whilst 153 (62%) taught 
children of junior age (8-11 years). 

Infant teachers tended to develop environmental science 
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'as it arose' more often than junior teachers (59% as against 
44%) • They also tended to work in smaller groups: 

size of group. Infants % Juniors % 
Less than 5 8 3 

6-10 16 11 
11-15 7 12 
16-20 14 8 
21-25 27 1,2 
26-30 18 24 

31+ 12 33 
The highest percentage of infant responses were in 

the 21-25 group size in comparison to the 31+ group for 
juniors. 

These results are not unexpected as infant classes 
tend to be smaller, and the organisation of an infant 
classroom is often more integrated with environmental 
science f9rming part of general topiC work. 

Infant teachers make significantly less use of T.V. 
programmes (p=.01) than juniors, but this may simply reflect 
a lack of suitable material for this age group. 

The ranking of skills and goals was very similar 
between infants and juniors but infants, in general, rated 
them as significantly less important. ,A number of teachers 
said that some of the skills were not really applicable 
to infant children as, at that age, they were so limited 
in their abilities. 

(Dataref: Appendix V pages 168 - 170) 



g) Differences in response due to training. 
When the responses between teachers with some degree 

of specialism in science (defined as main subject or degree 
level) were compared with teachers with no for~al training, 
several significant differences emerged. 
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Environmental science was much more likely to be taught 
as a separate part of the curriculum in classes with a 
science specialist (48% as a~ain'3t 25%). The Science 5/13 
scheme is also more likely to be used, as are T.V. programmes. 

There is also a trend which suggests the percentage 
of total lesson time spent on environmental science activities 
tends to be greater with a science specialist; 6~1o of 
science specialists said they spent 10X or more lesson time 
compared with 48% of non-specialists. 

Interesting and significant (p=.01) differences also 
emerge when looking at the skills and goals of environmental 
scjl'lnce. Al thou[~h the rank order rems.ins unchanged, science 
specialists rated the following as more important: 

The ability to desien own 
experimentS/investigations 
The ability to identify variables 
operating in certain situations 

Mean Score Mean Score 
Specialists Non-specialists 

4.17 3.43 

4.35 3.56 
This is not too ~"'rprifling as these could certainly 

be regarded BS science-specific Activities and are therefore 
likely to be appreciated as more important by scientists. 

There was A.lso a signifiCAnt difference in the importance 
of the USe of reference books for further information, but 
this time it W8S the non-specialists who felt this ability 
was more important. This may be beCAuse science specialists, 
whilst acknowledging the importance of reference books, 
may prefer to concentrate on the practical side of the 
subject, particularly in the initial stages. 

(Data ref: Appendix V pages 171 - 173) 

h) Differences in response due to len,<;th of service. 
Ten years teaching experience was taken as the dividing 

line between 'young' and 'mature' teachers. Thus, there 
were 88 (34%) 'young' teachers and 173 (66%) 'mature' teachers 
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in the samples. 
There were significant differences in training between 

the two samples. 36% of 'youne' teachers held degrees 
compared with 19% of 'mature' teachers. This probably reflects 
the changes in training policy and the introduction of the 
B.Ed. degree. 

A higher proportion of 'mature' teachers are untrained 
in science at further education level, 43% as against 28% 
'young' teachers. 

In curriculum courses more 'young' teachers attended 
environmental science courses, but more 'mature' teachers 
have attended biological science courses. This, again, is 
probably a reflection of the fact that courses with an 
environmental bias are a comparatively recent addition 
to the trainin~ options for teacherR. 

ATTENDANCE AT SCIENCE-BASED CURRICllI.l1 ~s 
47''' 
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At '0' and 'A' level standards the differences seem 
to be in the physical sciences with chemistry and physics 
scoring significantly higher (p=.01) among 'mature' teachers. 

65% of 'mature' teachers had attended some science-based 
course during their teaching careers, against 43% of 'young' 
teachers. However, the latter group had been on courses 
more recently: 



SCIEHCE-BASED I.N.S.E.T. SIfa 1st. SEPT. 1988 
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(Data ref. Appendix V 174 - 177) 

5) Comparisons with the Bradley (et al.) Report 1974 

The sample size of this report is smaller than the 
Bradley Report (where 136 schools and 628 teachers were 
questioned), and the objective is somewhat different; 
Bradley was specifically lookin8 into the requirements of 
I.N.S.E.T. for primary science. Nevertheless, some trends 
and results are directly comparable. 

Looking at teachers' qualifications, there are two 
significant differences. In 1984 25% of teachers are 
graduates compared with 13% in 1974. Disappointingly 
however, this does not reflect an increase in science 
specialists. In 1974 2% of graduates had a science degree, 
a proportion which has not greatly changed as in 1984 this 
has only increased to 3%. 

The increase in non-science graduates has influenced 
the non-graduate non-science sample which has accordingly 
reduced from 50% in 1974 to 38% in 1984. 
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QUALIFICflTIONS 

I Yr/l984 ~ Yr/1974 
--

8 19 29 3il 48 68 

;I, RESPONSE 

These differences can be accounted for by the extension 
and development of the B.Bd. degree and an increase in 
activity and interest in primary education 1n University 
depart!TIents. 

The shape of the teachine population has changed Aince 
1971. Bradley found tl18t 39?io of teachers sampled were in 
the first five years of their career whereas, by 1984, the 
bulk of the teachers had taught for 10-20 years. This is 
probably a reflection of county policy as a result of 
financial pressures and falling rolls. 

- i S'I. 
~8;1, 
8 18 

LENGTH OF SERVICE IH YEARS 

19;1, 

I Yr/l984 ~ Yr/1974 

29 3il 48 59 
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The result is that the teaching population has grown 
older with fewer younger teachers being employed. It would 
not be unreasonable to speculate that some of the teachers 
in the 10-20 year experience group in 1984 may have answered 
the Bradley questionnaire when in the early years of their 
career. 

The pattern of in-service training has also changed 
over the last ten years. 

Attendance on a science-based course: 

None 
1 week or less 
More than 1 week 

1974 1984 
18% 
45% 
34% 

50% 
42% 

The short-course attendance of one week or less has 
remained almost the sa.me; the major chanee has been in 
the attendance on longer courses. This latter has reduced 
drastically with a corresponding increase in teachers not 
taking in-service trrtinine;. 

There could be three reasons for this: 
no courses to attend i) 

11) 
i11) 

no incentive from the L.E.A. to attend courses 
no desire to eo on courses. 

Whilst the third of these probably applies in a number 
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of cases, comments made by the teachers, reinforced by their 
answers to section 10 of the questionnaire, suggests that 
there is not enough courses or enough financial support 
to encourage teachers to apply for places on the courses 
which exist. 

There have been no significant chR.!lges in school policy 
for teaching SCience/environmental science, although there 
is a trend which implies that work is becoming planned 
rather than just left and taken as it arises. 

School policy for SCience/environmental science: 
1974 1984 

separate part of the curriculum 12% 9% 
planned part of broader topics 32% 45% 
as it arises 31% 16% 
not at all 1% Or. 
no policy 9r. 5% 
a combination of the above 15% 25% 



Of the two science schemes examined, Science 5/13 
had fared better during the last decade with more teachers 
having heard of it and more using it although only 10% 
said they used it regularly. 

Nuffield Science also shows a slight increase in 
usage but, equally, there is an increase in the teachers 
who have never heard of it. 
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Nuffield 

1974 % 1984 
8c.5/13 

1974 % 1984 
never heard of it 1 10 27 12 
heard of it but not used 74 59 45 38 
occasionally used 17 27 15 40 
regularly uRed 2 4 4 10 

6) Concluding Observations. 
The policy for environmental science in primary schools 

ha.s not changed significantly in ten years, beyond a trend 
for it to be planned into topic work rather than left to 
be treated 'as it arises'. 

The provision and availability of science equipment 
is described as, at best, ade'luate; and by half of the 
teach erR questioned aR less than aderluate or poor. 

One third of the r,chools surveyed had a school site 
on which emlirolllllental science work could take place. 
These sites varied widely in the facilities they offered, 
and almost two-thirds of them had been created after the 
school by voluntary help and/or grant aid. 

Local habitats and farm visits were very popular study 
sites, particularly for schools without a suitable school
baRed Rite. 

TheRe findings su~gest that, despite inadequate pro
vision, schools are finding ways of incorporating environ
mental science work into their curricula. 

Attempts at a national level to provide scien6e schemes 
has had only a small imp3ct at classroom level. Neither 
of the schemes invefltigated war, used regularly by more 
th::m "t few teachers; and some had never heard of them. 

The proportion of science specialists in the prim:'lry 
sector has not increased over the last ten years. The 



introduction of the B. j'd. degree has brou:?;ht more graduates 
into primary teaching, but not in science. 

The presence of a science srecialist in school does 
make a difference in school policy: environmental science 
tends to be treRted more aR a separate rmbject with a higher 
percenta8e of lesson-time allotted. Specific science skills 
were also rated higher on scales of importance. 

The participation in I.N.S.E.T. scifmce-based short 
courses of one week or less has remained the same but there 
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has been a severe reduction in the number of teachers attending 
longer courses. 

In respect of services and support teachers reQuested 
'more of. everything'. There were, however, particularly 
strong feelin~s about more financial support for the I.N.S.E.T. 
and equipment and for better staffin;; ratios and/or ancillary 
help to facilitate slTlflll group work. Prepared curriculum 
guidelines, resource materials, and the provision of more 
in-service courses also took a high priority. 

In conclusion, it seems that the climate in which 
primary science operates in Lincolnshire has changed very 
little in the Iflst decade. In some cases, it has deteriorated, 
particulRrly in attennance on in-service courses. 

The recommendations that BrRdley made in 1974 are 
further strengthened by the results of this survey and 
point to clear directions for all involved in primary 
education. They are as follows: 
1) There must be a much higher in-service course provision. 
These courses should be of a two-fold nature: to increase 
the personal scientific knowledge of teachers in order to 
give them confidence to attempt the teaching of science 
topics; to provide a clear understanding of the science 
skills reQuired at primary level and to produce topics 
specially useful for developing specific skills. 

This type of information cannot be assimilated in short 
courses of a few hours, or even a few days, but needs to 
be carefully considered over a much longer period of time. 
It is particularly worrying therefore, to see the severe 
decrease in attendance on long courses over the last ten 
years. 



2) The facilities and e'luipment available in schools for 
science activities are cl~arly inadequate at the present 
time. If environmental science is to be successfully 
taught then 'the environment' mU8t be readily accessible 
as a source for experiment and investigation. A suitable 
school site is the obvious answer. Thi8 does not have to 
be elaborate; the corner of a school playing field left 
unmown, or containers filled with soil for cultivation 
studies would provide an ade'luate start for a variety of 
science activitie8. 
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In such investigations 'the environment' will necessarily 
be brought into the classroom in various forms for further 
ob8ervation and study. It is important that basic equipment 
i8 present for such further stndi~s to be carried out and 
so, a range of suitable measuring, sampling, and magnifying 
equipment neerls to be aV8ilable in l!3re;e enough qua.ntities 
to allow.group project work to proceed. 
3) In orrler for the above recommendations to be implemented, 
more money will ha.ve to be proviried and a more positive 
attitude taken to le<'lve of <'lbsence for in-service training, 
financial 8ssi8tance, and secondment possibilities for 
teachers to improv~ their under8tanding and teaching of 
science. 
4) Such an inveBtment in tltne flnd money will need to show 
maximum ret'lrns. Th'~ resul tine in~reaged impetus and 
enthusiasm among teacher8 anrl be positively channelled 
and perpetuated by a comprehensive bac]{-up service of advice 
and support. Opportunities should be created for schools 
and teach4rs with successful Bcience programmes and policies 
in operation to act in an advisory capacity and to provide 
workshop experience for other schoolB. One school in an 
area should be designated as a 'science centre' where 
equipment and facilities ca~ be built up to be used as a 
shared facility by other schools within easy access. 
(Such a scheme is already being attempted in one part of 
the county.) 
5) Teachers and head teachers must be more demanding in 
re~uests for provision Anrt services from the L.B.A. If 
the people at the 'business end' of primary teaching make 

known their needs and show that they have recognised areas 
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where help and support is required then,. at the very least, 
the county must listen. Strong views con~erning the importance 
of environmental science were exrressed in the survey yet 
30% of schools who agreed to take rart did not complete 
the questionnaires. Unless te8.chers put up a united pro
fessional front to expound their views and feelings, the 
county will have no clear demands upon which to act. 

In summary then, certain positive steps have got to 
be taken if science in general, and environmental science 
in particular are to be accorded their rightful place in 
the primary curriculum. It is vital that in-school 
organisation and outside school support be brought together 
to produce a much deeper involvement by everyone concerned. 

A successful liason of this nature would underrin and 
promote the development of a scielltific/technological 
awareness and experience in the context of the living 
environ'llenti an essential rrerequisite for young people 
today. 

Let it be hoped then that the next ten years are not 
as barren as the last and that if thiS, or a similar survey, 
is repeated in 1994, a different result would emerge. 



Postscript 
This whole study has been concerned with the role of 

environmental science in the primary school. What is 
happening today is a function of decisions taken in the 
past. The needs of the future can be determined by an 
appraisal of the present situation and this"in a small 
way, is what the author has done. 

These findings have been reinforced by a recent report 
from the n.E. S • entitle:] 'Education Observed - 2'. The 
resul ts merited front pa~e sr'lce in the Times E,lucational 
Supplement (14.12.84.) and several important statements 
concernine the curriculum were made after et survey of 123 
primary and 31 comprehensive schools. 
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The list makes thoughtful, but illl too familiar, reading: 
1) l'rimelry schools are spending far too much time 

on the basic skills of writing and arith,netic. 
2) There needs to be 3reater attention pelid to 

technoloeical awareness. 
3) The aDproilch to in-n,~rvice trFlining is rilndom. 
4) Staffine was only 'Rde~late' and most schools 

needed more ancillAry staff. 
5) The h88ics still dO'!lin8te the upper primg,ry curriculum, 

at th," exp~:1f',e of ~ood i~(lUC9tion81 standards. 
(,) Too mu"h time i;: ~'r('nt on unde'1an:i ine ::md unprofitable 

formal exercises in English and mathematics is 

9) 

too concerned with computation. It should be 
mOl'e practical thRn it often is,and set wjthin 
'contexts where work and r88ul ts are important. 
TherE' waJ,! little plt'lnne<i rroE;ression in science 
and eenuine experimental work was rare. 
Topic work often lacked coherence of any clear 
purpose, 
Even when curricu~lm euidelines existed outside 
maths and English, they were often ignored in 
everyday teAching. 

10) Primary schools should review their specialist 
streneths. 

11) There is a need to ensure a broad approach to 

basics with work grounded in first-hand experience. 



The implications here are phin; if no positive action 
is taken to remedy the problems which have been revealed, 
then the future for primary science is bleak. It will 
continue in the way it has always done; a patchwork of 
standards ranging from nothing to ex.cellence, and the depth 
of scientific training a child gets will be based on pure 
chance, depending upon which school he attends. 

In our modern scientific aee this is not good enough. 
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If tomorrow's citizens are to make sense of the increasingly 
sophisticated technology' which surrounds them, and 
contribute to its' further. development, then an understanding 
of scientifi c prinCiples, coupled wi th an abili ty to 
investigate in a scientific way, is as important as basic 
literacy and numeracy. 

Concern over primary school science has reached govern
ment levels. '1'he time iA rie;ht for some constructive action 
to ensure the next generation is not scientifically illiterate. 
Parallel this with an e'lual concern for the protection and 
conservation of the environment and 'environmental science' 
could be the key which opens' the door to a future of better 
informed and caring adults. 



..8P-Rendix I 

Construction details of 

the major habitats 

produced. 



1 . General 

A ~ P B NUl X I 

Construction De t a ils for th e Major 

Habitats Produced 

a ) Si te Preparation 
The intended boundarips of t.lle ifferent habitats and 

paths w r e ini ially marked out with pegs and string to 
ensure correct positioning . 

Plate i 

Ar eas that wer e desi~nated as pa th s wer e dug out 

manually to a de pt.h of approximately 30cm and a l ayer of 

hard core laid before concr eting commenced . Where i t was 
necessary to h::lv e str aight si.des , woan en shllttering was 
erected and levels taken . 

The l a r ge hol es required for the ponds , s tream , a ni 
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fen marsh were excava ted by a J . C. B. kind ly l en t, and driven, 
by a pare nt . 

These activities produced a considerable quantity 
(approximately 150 t onnes ) of unwanted topsoil . This 

could h::lve be en a significant pr obJ em but for the ef fort.s 

of 3 local farmers who came regularly and removed it llsing 



tractors and trailers and used it to flatten uneven areas 
of their land. 

It was always important to preplan where materials, 
d~bris etc., would be stored as it was highly undesirable 
to waste precious time continul\lly movine; and removing 
materials unnecessarily. It was also important to keep 
the site tidy for both aesthetic and safety reasons. 
b) Concrete Mixing 

Except where stated, concrete was mixed in the standard 
ratio of 4 gravel: 2 sand: 1 cement. A concrete mixer was 
hired for the tasks which re(l'.l 1 red high volumes to be made 
but for smaller quantities, the concrete was mixed manually. 

Pavine slabs were lAid on a 10 sand : 1 cement mix to 
ensure a solid base. This appears to have worked well 
aR none of the slabs lilid show any sign of instability. 

RAAdy-mixed concrete was conSidered, particularly 
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for the ponds, but was rule,1 out due to cost and the inacces
sibility of the site. 

2. The r.hequerbo8rd Gardpn (PlAn A) 

Thf~ a1'''1\ WRS levelled Rnd mRrk",d out. It waR d~cided 
to lay the pathB firRt and then the che'luerboardine;. This 
m~ant the mea~ure~ent~ hR1 to be very preciRe or the pl\ving 
slabs would nnt fi.t correctly. 

An L-shavad layout Wl\fl choRan In preference to a Rolid 
block to faeil ItAte AcceRS to th", vArioufl plotfl. 'rhe 
design is fluch that eAch chil·i can rea'~h hIs plot wi thOllt 
interruflting Anyone working there a1re8dy, anrt without 
gettin(~ his feet dirty. 

Coloured paving Rlabs wer" chosen (8 mixture of red, 
blacl<, brown aml bei~e) as it waR felt they were aesHoetically 
more pleasin~ and afforded some colour during the winter 
months. 

The spaces between the slabs were filled with a mixture 
of medium 108m, sand, and pe8t to give a good quality 
~r(lwlne me~lium. 

The chequerbo8rd 88rrlen if< Ke~t neat and tidy and 
is the only 'formal' area on the site. 
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THE CHEQUERBOARD GARDEN 

existing path 

sand pit 
~ ...... 
~ ..... 
u 
c 
o 
u 

space 

coloured paving slab 

675x450 (27'x18") 

cricket nets 

m. cornwe!! l8 



P] a te ii 

Th n co os t ' Ict ion Cl r t ' e i'lI Rt nn" rnOl\flil WAR b;:tRPil 00 

'tI o r~ . 01 " Do 1" (1 91;9 , 1979) nn cratine hI'! k monnd s 

in a s chool i n il<;>rtf Clrrj<;hire . Th e A11tho r de t rIed t.u u se 

l i llle At.OJ'le ' nRt.e :;! 'l 0 cll ,,\] ~ a s tlris w ::t ,' the natural stone 

o t h p Ar e , BIl l waR ~ eaj i ly BV 8 11A~~ from a lO CA l quarry 

at R m' nim . l rO Nt . 

'l'Le f OlJ nrl At IonA 0 r th e m(1ll! IQ c00><is t eil of a l Ay e r of 

gen erAl buil d i ng rubbl e . This would e;i v e effi c i ellt oralnae e 

alld a n ow the nseful disposa l o f s ome llnw"l.Ilted debri s . Th e 

r u bble was cov e red by a l Ayer of ] imes t one chippin e;s , f i v e 

tonne s i n all , on to p of whic h was placed th e growine 

medium : a l aye r of topso il And crush ed li~ es tone , r oughly 

in t he ration o f 1:1. Thi s cOllsumpc! A f urther 5 t onnes 

of lime . 

Sel ective pla n t ine of a ppropriate spec i es has p r oduced 

a dry, a l kalin e habitat. 
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FEN MARSH 

1000 gauge 
P91ythene 

Gm 

///1/ ij 
EN PEAT I 

(11 tonnes) 1 rn 

Puddled day 
(10 tonnes) 

~ 

LIMESTONE MOUND. 

1 part crushed n mestone: 1 part loam 

Rubble Limestone. chippings 
(5 tonnes) 

fvf . Com >V eLL " 



PlAte iii 

To re~ te the f e n rnarflh ;m are"! Fl l'rroximCttely 4m x 6m 

Wa s measured out which was excavateil to a d'lpth of 30cm 
at one 'lnd , 810pin~ t o 1rn a t the other . The s i de of this 
W'lre lined with 1000 gauge polythene t o prev ent hori ~ontal 

root'3 s r r pC1rline fr(l m 1:hp. "IllT01) nrl i ne Roi l . The bRse of 
h'" hol e , how'3v p r . 'N a:=- 11 0t linprl with rls " ti a" t he Ruthor 

wa s con erne A hotlt an excess ive ariil i t y u i 1 d - up du e t o 
anaerobi c decomros ition . Unlike Sphao;num boes , a true f en 
soi l ten 5 to be neutral or s li ehtly alkal ine , due mainly 
to the und r yine clays and lime s tone baserock. Ther e is 
a much erea t ,"r 
reflects this , 

SJlh~.f,num peat . 

~u t hor decined 

species diversi ty and t he pea t produced 
being finer t extured Rnd closer packed than 

It was with theSe f ac t ors in mind tha t the 

to employ the t echnique of clay- puddlin g in 

the base of t he hole , to create bad dr a inage . 
The technique of clay- puddline , a s used by the Inla nd 

Water wAYs Board , requires cL'\y of a particular qua li ty And 
a cert a in amount of skill. Having nei ther of t hese pre 
requisites , a compromise te chnique was developed . The 
f ormula for th i s was comparat i vely s imple : a local con

s truction firm delivered 10 tonnes of clay sub-soil from 
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a near y bu.ildine; site . This was dumped into the bottom 
of the hole Clnn s preari out . Wat er wa s hose cl. onto the clay 
and ero1J s of chi l dren happily donn ed wellie s and old 

clothes an j llmped up and down on t he clay , compressing it 

into a gelatinous , wa tertight mas s . Thi s took three days 
and a good time was had by all ! 

Pl'1te iv 

The r em"l inder of t he ho l e wa !'l t h'm fill eri wit h f en 
pea t . ~he !'Inurce of tbis Wa R '1 lO CA l na ture r eserve where 
it was being exc"lva t ed as A commer cial concern. Succe Rsful 
lia i s on with the Natu e Conservancy Council resulted in 
them granting permission for t he school to have as much 
as it needed to complete the area . It took 11 tonnes . 

The area was finally wa t ered thoroughly and plan ted 
up with su itable plants and seeds . 

Pipes were l aid for the watering sys t em ( see Plan G) 

anda crazy pa ving path 30clO wide was built around the 
perimeter . 
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Plate v 

5 . ~h p Pond System (Pl ~ns C, D and ~ ) 

Any t ex tbook or ~er i od i c~l on w'lt ~r g'l rdens or fi sh 
k e e p in ~ will s ~ge s t t ~t t he s i1e s of a concrete pond 
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sho uld b~ stepped to ~ive n iffer ent w~t r depth s ann shelves . 
ThuR , it W 8 wi h thi s i n minn thRt the f irs t se t of pl~ns 
we,'e drAwn up . 

o cc excav 'l tL on P t. rted it bec Fl lle ObV ' OtIS that there 
we re ins urmountFl ble probl em wi th this des ign . Firstly , 
the PO rtOS were not neat rect"lng ~s but irregular in shape 
(deliberately so , in order thgt the final re sul t woulo 
l ook more natura l) and secondly, becau e t he ponds were 
not going to be very deep bllt rath~r lArge , the hol es 

ended up bein~ sau cer- shaped . 
The overFI ll d imens i ons were : 

Top pond : 5 .7m x 4 . 2m, volume ~ 10m3 

Stream : 15m x 1m, volume ~ 5m3 

Bottom pond : 12m 1{ 4 . 5m , v olume ~ 21103 
The greatest depth was only BOcm . This was sufficient 

t o a l l ow fi sh protection froln iet> but shallow enough t o 
be within t he afety requi.remen ts for school ponrls , as 
l a i d down by the insreetorate . 

It was decid ed to ret"lin the SRuc _r shape in concrete 
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POND SYSTEM 

Plan Vi0N --------------
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The feeder pool will be lm. higher thah the bottom pond. 
The water will flow along a stream, down a slight slope, 
precipitating into the bottom pond and then pumped 
back up to the feeder pool.' 

m.comweIl 3/8 

PLAN C 



(1) TOP POND A-B 

4·2m 

9cm concrete 
reinforced with 
wjre mesh 

1000 gauge 
polythene 

60cm 

Sand 
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Brick ridge 
for soil retentior). 
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Q) E-F BOTTOM POND & WATERFALL 
I 

(Construction the same as for top pond) 

Brick ridges for 
soi l retention 

4·5m 

PLA.N E 

BOcm 

BOcm 

Limestone 
dry-stone wall 

M. CncnwdL 12-/ 
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anrt bu i J d rid ~e s of brick R e t differ ent he ights to tra p so il 

for marg inal plants . This gre8 tly s impl if ied th e construction 
but st i ll pre sented some pr obl ems . It was impe rat ive t o negate 
any po ss ibili ty of the oncrete cr acki ng or d eveloping leaks 
and t o ove rcome its nature l porosity . 

To prevent cra cking it waR d ecided to re i nforce the con
crete uRing a wid e gauge wir e mes h of the type used in motorway 
fl yov r construction ! This WaR embedded i n a concrete l ayer 
10cm t h i ck a ft er the ho l e had fir s t been l i ned with s and 
f ollowed by a l a yer of 1000 e",ue; e polythene 

Pl a te vi 

Once t horoughly se t t he concr e t e was then seRl ert with 
' Ponds eal ', a pl as ti c neutral me , ~bra n e which i s painted on . 

Plate vii 
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Thp bottom pond was too lR r~e to concrete in one 8ession 

Rni RO was compl e ted in two l ayer s . The l ower layer WAR 
l a id a pproximAtely 7cm t hi ck with th e reinforcing wire 

me s h . Th e surface of this was deliberately left rough 

and the whol e thing allowed to rtry thoroughly . A week l ater 
a tor 1 yer of Ahou t 3cm WB S J a id . Thi s was smooth scr eed 
mAde from a sAnd / cement mix in th rAtio of 6 sA nd: 1 cement 
w~ich was a ble 0 ' key in ' to t he r ough surface of the 
lower l Ayer And ~ive Rn extremel y smoo th finish . This 
too wa s s eAl e l with ' Poncts PRl '. 

Pl ate viii 

The s treM!1 WaR co t'l s t r uct p.d the SAme WAy but , b ing 

R much . mall er vol ume of con cr e t e , did not r equ ire r e i n-
f r j c em nt . 

6 . Th PP(lt Ror: (Pl'1 n F) 

The PeAt Bog WRS co ns t r c t ~~ At the RRmp time (lS t he 

bottom pond but i s a totAlly sprAr At e system . A brick 
sepAra ting wall and plastic :lol1d liner enslJ r e th ere i s no 
i ofil tration of water f rom tn pOr).j . Thi s was partly fill~d 
wi t.r. 3phAgmlm moss wi 'h lilf i 1[: se tions of ~phA.n:n m bog 

pl a ced ove r t he top . 



© PEAT BOG 

G-H 

1m 

BOTlOM POND I45cm 

Brick separating wall 

J-K 

l2m 

Peat 

Ope.n water 

1?3 

Water 
level 

concrete 
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WATER SYSTEMS 

Water circulation pump 

Fen ITld.rsh 

I 

Wciter storcige tcinks 

, 

Downpipe~ 
from 
mobile 
classroom:: 



7. ~,irttp.r ~y8t"rps:- iJirc1l1atiotl Drainap;e ::\111 

Refill (rlan G) 

WRter is circulateri from th-:l bottom pond to the top 
of the stream by a Stl.lRrt-Turner subr!!ersible p'Jmp, of a 
type designed to pump dirty water. 

The top pond has an overflow into the stream and the 
bottom poni, in turn overflows into the fen marsh. WRter 
is 8lso collected from the downripef'l of the two mobile 
classrooms and piped into the fen marsh. 

Four stora[;e tanks h;we been built on a raiseri brick 
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an'l concrete pl a tform. Tor;ether they have a storage cRpaci ty 
of 280 gallons. The water is collected from the roof of 
mobile 1, R.nrl stored until needed. This can be done in 
two ways; 1) by turning off the tap situated at the side 
of the tanks (marked I on the plan) or 2) by utilising the 
Automatic system controlled by the wRter level in the 
bottom pond. This is 8chieved by the use of a cistern 
of a tY1;e used in dnmestic toilets (ml'lrkeri r:Jon the pll'ln). 
A ballcock floats on the s'Jrface of the water 'l.nd this 
orerateR a vRlve. 'When the level is high the valve is 
shut off but when the water level rirops,the ballcock 
drops, opening the valve an~ Rllowine water to enter. 

Thpre is a 8i1e brflnch, opS'r'1t,~ri nl"l.nually by a tap 
• 

which 'l.llows tt'S' wat.p.r level in the pel'l.t boe to be suprle-
mented when necessary. 

The water tanks have an overflow pipe which empties 
any excess water into the fen marsh. 



AQQendix 11 

The habitat management 

policy 



PON1l AlID STREAI1 SYSTEM 

The Stuart-Turner submersible pump is designed to 

be m~int~in~nce free. If, however, it is necessary to 

stop it, the on/off switches are in the cupboard off the 

Infant HAIL The pump is fitted with an automatic cut-out 

in the event of overheating or mech:mical failure. 

TIue to some seepage an1 evaporation, the ponds lose 

about 2-3 cm. water depth per week if there is no rRin 
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to top them up. The ~lltomatic top-up system works re~Ronably 

wel), llut the t.'mks empty very quickly during periorls of 

low, or no, rFtinfall. There is a s'11'1.11 advantage rluri ne 

term-time in closine the tap Clnd Ftl10wine a l3.rge quantity 

of water to be collected before using it to top up, but 

durin;~ tr~e holidays it is '1r1vis8ble to h~vfl the automatic 

system in U'le. 

After B lone periorl of minimal rainfqll (i.e. ?-3 
weeks) the l';vp,l in the bottom pond '118Y have dropperl to 

thfl second 

it 'Nil1 be 

tQ:!7' \lit=} ter. 

lay'!!' of retAinine bricks. If thi8 happens, 

nece~RarV to ton nI) t~e nonds uein~ a hODe 2nd ., ... ... -

to us', tap w?ter for l'nnds, er,!qt.pr. ilCl!l1"3e would be caused 

by a1l0Wi!1,:?; th'~ '.Y2.ter ]yve1 to ,1rnI> t(,n Iow. ':rhe simpl'3st 

meth0.'J is to I)';H~e t}-·,: h',I:>-' ilt i.lr.-' t.or rond ~.ndt RA this 

ov,'rflovls into th'2 ~Jtrp"r<l, it will fi.l1 tll'2 wll01e systpm. 

It is i~lfJort"nt tl1:>.t t.r,~ ",nll:ls 8r~ checked at regulAr 

intervals durine the summer holidays to ensure thA water 

l'2veJ. has not drop;>e,1 too much. 

The erowth of pl8.!lts in th(~ pon'ls is astonishine;ly 

rApid and some clearAnce will hAve to te donfl from time 

to time. In practice, it may well be necessary to thin 

out some pl<lllts annu811y. ':'he b~st time to remove them 

is during the period of minimum growth (i.e. October to 

MFtrch) but small amounts of clell.rance may be done at any 

time of the year. 

TIle plants around the edges of the ponds are not set 

in b"1.skets so care must be taken not to chip or damaee 

the surface of the concr8te. T1H~ best method seems to be 

to lift the plants up and cut thrOUGh the root mass with 

a very sharp knife or saw blade. 



The lilies are planted °in baskets and so can be raised 
an'i separated at the side of the pO'1d. However, this may 
not he as easy RS it sounds as the roots may have grown 
through the baskets into the bottom ooze.

o 

The unrooted pondweed Ccln just be pulled out from the 
side usine a rak a or similar implement. 

The only other maintainance required during the year 
is the removal of any laree "Imounts of bl'lnket-weed, the 
filamentous green algae. If left to grow it will shade 
out the other plants as well as looking unattractive. 

There is a tendency for plants to seed themselves 
in eaps between the crazy-pavine slabs. These should be 
pulled out at regular intervals as, if allowed to grow, 
they will gradually break up the concrete an'l possibly 
cause structural damage to the ponds. 

THB FB:~ HARSH 

The only maintainanr.e requirement here is to remove 
selected colonising plants which, if allowed to grow, will 
impede the growth of the sliehtly less vigorous fen species. 
The main offenders are: Chickweed (Stellaria media), 
creeping thistle (Cirsium arvense), Rnd spear thistle 
(Cirsium vulp;'lre). Redshank (Polye;onium latifolium) and 
PRle Persicaria (P01yp;onium persicaria) also need to be 
moni to red to ensure they do not be cc me too prevalent. 

The path around the fen marsh needs to be kept cleRr 
to minimise invasion of the area by the surrounding coarse 
grass species. 

TIr~ I,IMBSTON3 i'lOTJND 

The principal requirement for this area is a twice
yearly cut. The school rotary mower can be used but it 
is fairly difficult to push up the steep sides, it may 
be safer to use shears. The area should be cropped in 
early spring (March/April) to remove any winter growth of 
course grasses, and again in the autumn (September/October) 
to remove all summer growth. This mimics the management 
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of old pastures and allows an interesting variety of flowers 
to grow and bloom. It is most important that the cuttings 
are removed. If they are left they will act as a mUlch, 



change the composition of the soil, and discourage the 
growth of desirable plant species. 

There are some plants which need to be selected ag;:).inst 
and these should be removed. They are; creeping thistle 
(Cirsium arvense), broadleaved and curled dock (Rumex 
obrllsifolius and R. crispus), and stinging nettle (Urtica 
dioica). Their presence causes too much shade and ground 
cover and will inhibit the growth of preferred species. 

CHSQUERBO A RD GA RU;'~N 

The chefluerboard garden should only have in it the 
plants which are specifically being grown for cultural 
or experimental purposes and should therefore be 'weeded' 
in the way a domestic garden would. 

At the end of the growing season the individual plots 
should be cleared and left tidy, except for any plants 
which are overwintering. 

TH-';: wnn ARBl\ 

The wild ;:).rea is, as the name suggests, left alone 
completely. This area provides important ground cover 
for frogs, insects, and other fauna. At the edge of this 
area is a pile of rocks and a pile of wood. These may 
he carefully removf?d to observe any animals living under 
them but shoulCl Of? replaced, as far as possible, in their 
original positions to cause minimum disturbance. 

TH;;; TRB~ PLANTATION 

The trees are planted 1m apart on 
may be left to grow at their own rate. 

a grid system and 
It may be necessary 

to thin some of them out at a future date, but that is a 
decision that will have to be taken at the time. 
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The soil around the trees has been colonised by the 
usual weeds of cultivatIon but, if given a similar cutting 
regime to that of the limestone mound, will become;:). flower
rich grassland until such time as the tree canopy becomes 
too dense. 
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GBNERI\1 RULES FOR 'I'm:: SAn US", 0,., TH~ NATURB RESERVE 

1) Do not go onto the reserve without a teachers permission. 
2) Make sure you are wearing suitable clothing for the 

work you wish to do. 
3) No running, shouting, or loud noises. 
4) Keep to footpaths whenever possible. 
5) Do not collect animals or plants without permission. 
6) Do not cause any unnecessary disturbance to wildlife. 
7) Have respect for every living thing, however small, 

and treat it carefully. 
8) rofake sure any tools or equipment used are cleaned and 

put away safely. 
9) Make sure.your feet are clean before entering the school 

building. 
10) Always wash your hanc\s after touching animals or plants. 

RULBS "'OR usnm Tfm POND ANT> S'l'REk'I'J AR8AS 

1) Do not lean out so far with a net that YOll may over
balance. 

2) NEVER lean over the high side of the bottom pond. 
3) When looking under stones in the stream, always replace 

them ln the position you found them. 
4) Always use the bridges t.o crOSR the stream; never 

jump across. 
5) Take ext.erne care if you neerl to wade into the ponds 

and never take unnecessary risks. 



Ap-Qendix ][ 

Examples of the 

questionnai res used in 

. the survey. 
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FOR THE HEAD TEACHER Please tick boxes as appropriate. 
Tick only one box per question, except in questions J1 & 

SCHOOL DETAILS 

1. NUmber of pupils on role: 

(1) Below 50 

(2) 51 - 100 

(3 ) 101 - 200 

(4) 201 -400 

(5) 401 -600 

(6) 600+ 

2. Total rumber of teaching staff: 
(Head teacher counts as I, part-time staff 1:0) 

(1) 1 - 2 

(2) 3 - 4 

(3 ) 5 - 8 

(4) 9 - 12 

(5) 13 - 16 

(6) 17 - 20 

(7) 21 - 24 

(8) 25+ 

3 • Age range of pupils: 

(1) 5 - 7 

(2) 8 -11 

(3 ) 5 - 11 

(4) Other 

ORGANISATION 

4. Does the school have: 

(1) A classroom for each class 

(2) An open-plan arrangement 

(3 ) Some compromise between 1 & 2 

./ .. 
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S. Is it school policy for pupils'work in environmental science 
to take place: 

(l) As a separate part of the curriculum 

(2) As a planned part of some broader topics 

(3) As it ari,,·,: 

(4) Not at all 

(S) No general policy 

(6) Sane combination of the above 

6. How many science specialists' are there on the staff? 
(* i.e.' have received substantial formal training in science) 

(l) None 

(2) 1 

(3) 2 

(4) 3 

(S) 4+ 

7. Of the science specialists how many were trained in: 

(l) Physical Sciences 

(2) Biological Sciences 

(3) Env ironrnental Sciences 

8. Is there a post of responsibility for: 

(l) General science 

(2) Environmental science 

(3) None 

9. Do you have a school site for environmental science work: 

(l) Yes 

(2) No B 
(If Yes, please answer questions 10-14) 
(If No, please answer question 14) 

10. Was the outdoor area roilt: 

(l) At the same time as the school 

(2) After the school B 

l' 

.f. 
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11. Was it built by: 

(1) The L. E. A. 

12. 

(2) Voluntary labour 

(3) Other 

If other, please state details 

Was it funded by: 

(1) The L.E.A. 

(2) Fund-raising efforts 

(3 ) Grants 

If (3), please state details 

13. What habitats does the outdoor study area offer? 

(ll Grassland 

(2) Ponds 

(3) Moving water (e.g. stream, river, dyke) 

(4) Chequerboard garden 

(5) Garden area 

(6) Wood (or area of trees) 

(7) Tree nur sery 

(8) Marsh 

(9) Bird table/nest bOKes 

(10) Other 

If (10), please give details: ______________________ _ 

./ .. 
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14. Does environmental science take place outside the school grounds 
in the form of: 

(1) Local habitats 

(2) Nature reserves 

(3 ) Field study centres 

(4 ) Museums 

(5 ) Zoo/Wildlife Park 

(6) Wildfowl/Bird centres 

(7) Farm visits 

(8) Gardens/parks 

(9) Other 

If (9), please give further details: 

THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE. 

. 13~ 



For EVery Teacher. 

For questions 1 - 5 and 11 - 22 please indicate your reply 

by putting a tick in the appropriate boxes to show YCUR views. 

For questions 6 - 10 please circle the number which indicates 

your opinion on the scale for which the two extremes are given. 

E>cample 

Environmental science should 

be taught separately in every , 
primary school curriculum 

Circling 1 would indicate that 

Circling 4 would indicate that 

strong reservations. 

Circling 5 would indlcate you 

Circling 6 would lndicate you 

TOTALLY 
DISAGREE 12345 6 COMPLETEl.Y 

AGREE 

you totally disagree with the statement. 

you agree with the statement but have 

agree, with minor reservations. 

completely agree with the statement. 
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Organisation 

I. Is classwork in environmental science: 

(11 A specified part of the curriculum 

(2) A planned part of broader topics 

(3) Developed as it arises 

(4) Not done 

2. Is there: 

(1) A scheme of work available 

(2) A set of broad guidelines 

(3) No general policy 

3. What percentage of total lesson time is spent on 
environmental science activities? 

Cl) 0% 

(2) 5% 

(3) 10% 

(4) 15% 

(5) 20% 

YES NO 

YES NO 

4. How would you describe the available first hand facilities of 
equipnent and/or working areas for teaching 
environmental science? 

Cl) Poor 

(2) Less than adequate 

(3) Mequate 

(4) Good 

(5) Excellent 

5. What, on average, is the size of group undertaking 
environmental sciences simultaneously? 

(1) Less than 5 

(2) 6 - 10 

(3) 11 - 15 

(4) 16 - 20 

(5) 21 - 25 

(6) 26 - 30 

(7 ) 31+ 

.1. 
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6. please rate the following aspects of environmental science education 
according to the importance you feel each should have for the children 
you teach: Tick the age-qrrup teach: L.I. U.I. L. J. U. J. yru I I I I I The ability to: 

(1) Follow carefully instructions from not 
1 2 3 4 5 6 a work card, book or bl ackboard important 

essent 

(2) Make notes of observations/results 
1 2 3 4 5 6 during the course of their work 

(3 ) Make a satisfactory written record 
1 2 3 4 5 6 of work 

(4 ) Dec1de the aspect of the topic 
1 2 3 4 5 6 they wish to study/investigate 

(5) Choose what kind of record to make 
1 2 3 4 5 6 of their work 

(6) Make careful, first harxi 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

observations 

(7 ) Make drawings from first hand 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

observ at ions 

(8 ) Write from first hand observations 1 2 3 4 5 6 

(9) Design own experiments/investigations 1 2 3 4 5 6 

( 10) Identify the liar iables operat ing in 
1 certain situations 2 3 4 5 6 

(11 ) Draw concluslons from results or make 
generalisat lons based on 1 2 3 4 5 0 
observat ions 

(12 ) Use reference books for further 
1 2 3 4 5 0 

infolltlation 

7, Which of these do you consider to be the most important goals in 
environmental science? 

Development of: 

(1) Urxierstanding of basic concepts such not 
as habitat differences, living important 1 2 3 4 5 6 essent 
requir'ernent s, food webs etc. 

(2) Problem solving skills 1 2 3 4 5 6 

(3) The ability to carry rut simple 
investigatiuns/experiments carefully 1 2 3 4 5 6 
and safely 

(4) The enjoyment of environmental 
1 

activi ties 
2 3 4 5 6 

(5) A knowledge of the natural world 
1 

around us 
2 3 4 5 6 

(6) The ability to observe carefully 1 2 3 4 5 6 

(7) A questioning attitude towards 
1 

surroundings 
2 3 4 5 6 

(8) A respect and appreciation of the 
1 

natural world 
2 3 4 5 6 

. / .. 
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(9) The ability to find information not 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

from reference books important 
essent: 

(l0) The ability to use basic equipment 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

safely and accurately 

(11) Creative skills such as art, 
descriptive and imaginative writing, 1 2 3 4 5 6 
etc. 

B. Which of these teaching schemes and materials are you familiar with? 

9. 

10. 

11. 

Nuffield Science not heard 
1 2 3 4 5 

of it 

Science 5/13 1 2 3 4 5 

How much use do you make of T.V./radio programnes on env ironmental 

None 1 2 3 

In what way IoIOUld yru like back-up resources from the L.E.A.? 

not Cl) More courses to attend 
important 

1 2 3 

(2) 

(3 ) 

(4) 

(5 ) 

(6 ) 

(7 ) 

A greater avallabll ity of the 
advisory service 

A course based at your school 

More financial assistance 

Prepared guidelines in curriculum 
content 

Prepared guidelines for equipment 
buying 

Please state any other you feel important 

- - - - -

- - - -

---------

-------- - - - --

Personal Details 

Male 

Female 

1 2 3 

1 2 3 

1 2 3 

1 2 3 

1 2 3 

------
------

B 

4 5 

4 ., 

4 ., 
4 5 

4 5 

4 5 

4 5 

12. Graduate in: 

(1) Environmental sciences 

(2) Biological sciences 

. (3) Physical sciences 

(4) Other subject 

(4) a. If B. Ed. please state main subject: 
(other than education) - - - - - - - - - - - - -

6 
used 
requ I az 

6 

SClenCE". 

6 requ I ar 

n essent i 

b 

6 

6 

6 

6 

. / .. 
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13. Non-graduate, main subject: 

(1) Environmental sciences 

(2) Biological sciences 

(3) Physical sciences 

14. Non-graduate: 

-4-

(1) Same science but not main subject 

(2) Not trained in science 

15. Graduate or non-graduate, did you attend 
science-based curriculum courses? 

(1) Environmental sciences 

(2) Biological sciences 

(3) Physical sciences 

(4) General science 

(5) None 

16. Were ycu primary or secondary trained? 

(1) Primary 

(2) Secondary 

17. A-levels: 

(1) Physics 

(2) Chemistry 

(3 ) Biology 

(4 ) other science subject 

If (4) please state detalls: 

18. O-levels: 
(C.S.E.) 

(1) Physics 

(2) Chemistry 

(3 ) Biology 

(4) Other sc ience subject 

If (4) please state details: 

B 

B 

./ .. 
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19. Have you ever attended a science-based 
course during your teaching career? 

(1) Yes 

(2) No 

If Yes - continue 

If NO - please go to question 21. 

20. What has been your total involvement in 
science-based t.N.S.E.T. since 1st Sept. 1980? 

(1) None 

(2) 1 - 6 hours 

(3) 7 - 15 hours 

(4) 16 - 30 hours 

(5) 1 - 2 weeks 

( 6) 2 - 4 weeks 

(7 ) 4 weeks 1 term 

(8 ) 1 term 1 year 

2l. How many years teachlng experience do you have? 

(1 ) o - 5 

(2) 6 - 10 

(3 ) 11 - 20 

(4 ) 21 - 30 

(5) 31+ 

THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE. 

B 

(Assume lO hoo r 

= 1 week) 
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Detai Is of the statistical 

analysis 



1) A Test of Difference of Proportions 

In results involvine single sample proportions, it 
is necessary to know whether the difference between them 
is sienificant. This difference can be treated as a special 
case of a difference between two means. 

If the comparison is to be hetween two independent 
random samples, the followine null hypothesis can be 
formulate<t: 

Pu1 = Pu2 

i.e. that the proportions of prejudicect persons in the 
two populations are equal. 

The following series of 
calculate the z-score. 

formulae may now be used to 

then 

then 

then 

~u = N1P8
1 

+ N2Pa 
2 

~u = 1-~ 11 

This can be shown in a worked example. 
The proportion of male e:rAdu'1t"ls W'1S found to he 

29 out of·a sample of 74, i.e. 39%. The proportion of 
female graduates was 38 out of '1 S8'1lrle of 188 fem!lle 
teftchers, Le. 20%. 

lA the difference b~twE':en 39;'(, !l.nri 20% a signi fic:mt 
one? 

The null hypothesis is that the proportion of male 
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grFlduFltes is 

" 
the same as the proportion 
74(.39)+ 188(.20) = 0.254 

74 + 188 

of female gradu!l.tes. 
pu = 

~U = 1- 0.254 = 0.746 
(fP8 -Pa =j<.254)(.746) J 74 + 188 

1 2 ~(74)(1BB) 
= (0.435)(0.138) = 0.06. 

Z = .74 - .188 = g.2 
.06 



An answer of 1.65 or more is significant ~t the 5~ 
Vwel Ani thus, the di.ff'"r'O!lCe I.s vPJ1'Y Ri:?;ni fic:mt Rnn the 
nul1 hYI'othes i::: mny b,~ re Jectei. 

2) TeRtjn~ the Difference Eetweelt Means 

On the sections on the Vlestionnaire where teachers 
have been asked to score alon~ a gradient of importance 
of 1-6, a meAn score has been calculated. 

To find out if tI,e two subsets "r~ significantly 
different from each other, the two means have to be com
pared. This can be done usi,le B t-tsst for uncorrelAted 
datA Art,! tAk'3S tIlE' followinG forr~'JIR. 

t = 1-11- M;> 

The ~lestions aRk~d teAchers to rate "t!lPJ ability 
to rw'>.ke a s8tisfa~tor~! written record of work" alone a 
6 point scale, according to importanre for the chil.dren 

trh'Y teach. 
The following responses were obt8ined: 

Inf:;nt N"nmbel" = 107 He:1n = 3.21 Stanc18rd = 1.74 

JLlnior 1,umber = 1 r;r; 
teachers (N2 ) 

i-lean = 4.76 
(r-t 2) 

stRnihrd = 1.17 
Devia.tion (SD z) 

The null hypothesis is tha.t ther,'l is no difference 
in a considera.tion of level of importance of the Above 
statement hetween infa.nt and junior teachers. 

t = 3.21 - 4.7(; 

j (1.74 )2. + (1. 1 7 la. 
101 155 

= - 1.55 = 7.75 
"(J.2 

deGrees of freedom = 130. 
"0 There is a significant difference at the 1% level and 

the null hypotheSiS is rejected. 

144 
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3) Testinp, differences in r~nk order 

It was necessary to find out which factors, if any, 
affected the rank order of importFtnCe of skills and goals 
in environmental science. 

Spearmans rank order correl~tion test waA used for 
this, as the following example shows: 
6. Ple8.se rate the following aspects of environmental 

science education according to the importance you feel 
each should have for the children you teach: 

Variable 
InfAnt 

The ability to: teachers 
l"Iean 

(1) Follow carefully instructions from 
a work card, book or blackboard. 2.92 

(2) Make notes of observFl.tions/resul ts 
during the course of their work. 2.96 

(3) Hake a sati"factory written record 
of work. 3.21 

(4) Decide the 38pect of the topic 
they wish to study/investigate. 2.69 

(5) Choose wh8t kind of record to make 
of their work. 

(6) Make car8f'il, first hand 

o bservati.o (J s. 

(7) MAke jr~winC;~l from first h'1.ml 

observations. 
(8) 

(9) 
(10) 

\~rite from first hand ob"ervations. 
Design own experiments/investigations 
Identify the variables operating in 
certain situFl.tions. 

(11) Draw conclusions from results or make 
generalisations based on 
observations. 

(12) Use reference books for further 
information. 

2.74 

5.04 

4.54 
3.93 
2.67 

2.84 

4.16 

X Variable 
Junior 
teachers 

Mean 

4.87 

4.99 

4.76 

3.68 

3.73 

'5.48 

5.05 
4.99 
4.08 

4.26 

5.16 

5.21 

X 

The null hypothesis is that there is no correlation 
between the rank order placings of infant and junior teachers, 
Le. they are different popl.llations. 

r s =1-6l:d2 
n(n-1)(n+1) 



where 

Item 
1 

2 

3 
4 
5 
6 

1 
8 

9 
10 

1 1 

12 

d- the difference between the items in a rair 
n= the nu~ber of items 

1: = the sum of 

Infant 
2.92 
2.96 
3.21 

2.69 
2.74 

5.04 
4.54 
3.93 
2.61 
2.84 
4.16 
4.11 

Junior 
4.81 
4.99 
4.16 
3·68 
3.13 
5.48 
5.05 
4.99 
4.08 
4.26 
5.16 
5.21 

d 

-1.95 
-2.03 
-1.55 
-0.99 
-0.99 
-0.44 
-0.51 
-1.06 
-1.41 

-1.~2 

-1.00 
-1.04 

d2 

3.80 
4.12 

2.40 
0.98 
0.98 
0.19 
0.26 
1.12 

1.99 
2.02 
1.00 
1.08 

r: = 19.94 

r = 1- 6~19.94) = 1- 119.64 • 0.93 
s 1 (11)(13) 1116 

This is a significant correlatIon at the 1% level 
thus, the null hypothesis is rejected. 
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FOR THE HEMTEACUER -. Plea •• tick boxes as appropriate. 

'lick only one box per CJ1 •• t1on. ucept in CJ1elltione 13 • 14. 

SCHOOL DETAILS 

1.· Nuabar of pupil. on role. 
No. 'f. response 

(1) Below 50 9' 16 

(2) 51 - 100 17 :so 
(3 ) 101 - 200 10 16 

(41 201 - 400 16 29 

(51 401 - 600 4 7' 

(6) 600+ 0 0 
if 
• 

2. Total ... lIIbsr at teachinq staff. i' 
(Headte.cher counta .a 1, pU't-time staff ':) 

(11 1 - 2 It 20. 

121 3 - 4 lB· 32 
(3) 5 - 8 12 22 

(41 9 - 12 11' 20 

(5) 13 - 16 3 ,. 
(6) 17 - 20 ~ . 
(71 21 - 24 0 0 

(81 25+ 0 0 

3. l\i;Je range of pupll •• 

(11 5 - 7 3 5 
(21 8 - 11 4 7' 

(31 5 - 11 43 77 

(41 other 6 11 

ORGANISATION 

4. Doe8 the lichool have: 

(1) A classroom for each class 49 8B 

(21 An open-plan arranqement 0 0 
(31 Seae cccapromiee between 1 & 2 7 12 

(i) 
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5. Is it school policy for pupils'work in environmental science 
to take place: No. 'f response. 

6. 

7. 

B. 

9. 

10. 

(1) As a separate part of the curriculum 

(2) As a planned part of some broader topics 

(3 ) As it ar ises 

(4) Not at all 

(.5) No general policy 

(6) Sane combination of the aboIre 

5 
25 

9 
0 

3 
16 

How many science specialists· are there on the staff? 
(* i.e. have received substantial formal training in 

(1) None 37 
(2) 1 14 
(3 ) 2 4 
(4 ) 3 1 
(5 ) 4+ 0 

Of the science specialists how many were trained in: 

(1 ) Physical Sciences 
9 

(2) Biological Sciences 
4 

(3 ) Environmental Sciences 
9 

Is there a post of responsibility for: 

(1) General science 
T 

(2) Environmental science 4 
(3 ) None 42 

9 

45 

16 
0' 

5· 
25 

science) 

66 

'25· 

7 
2 

0 

41 

18 

41 

13 

8 

79 

Do you have a school site for envirorrnental science work: 

(1) Yes 20 36 
(2) No 36 64 

(If Yes, please answer questions 10-14) 
(If No, please answer question 14) 

Was the OIl tdoor area blilt: 

(1) At the same time as the school 8 40 
(2) After the school 12 60 

(ii) 

n=55 

n=22 

ll=53 

ll=20 

1 

., 



11. Was it built by: 

(1) The L. E. A. 

(2) Voluntary labour 

(3) Other 

-3-

If other, please state details 

No. 

8 

6 

5 

% response 

40 

"30 

25 n=20 

-----------------~-------------------

12. Was it funded by: 

(1) The L.E.A. 12 60 

45 

15· 

13. 

(2) Fund-raising efforts 

(3) Grants 

If (3), please state details 

9 

5 

What habitats does the outdoor study area offer? 

(1) Grassland 12 
(2) Ponds 11 
(3 ) Moving water (e.g. stream, river , dyke) 2 
(4 ) Chequerboard garden 8 
(5) Garden area 8 
(6) Wood (or area of trees) 10· 
(7 ) Tree nursery 6 
(8) Marsh 5 
(9) Bird table/nest bax:es 15 

(10) Other 11 

60 

55 

10 

40 . 

40 

50 

30 

25 

75 

5 n=20 

If (10), please give details: _____________________ _ 

-------------------------------------
-------------------------------------

./ .. 

( iii) 
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14. Does environmental science take place outside the school grounds 
in the form of: 

No. % response 
(1) Local habitats 43 77 
(2 ) Nature reserves 20 36 
(3) . Field Study centres 22 39 
(4) Museums 25 45 
(5 ) Zoo/Wildlife Park 28 50 
(6) Wildfowl/Bird centres 15 27 
(7 ) Farm visits 32 57 
(8) Gardens/parks 25 45 
(9) Other 7 13 n=56 

If (9), please give further details. 

THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE. 

( iv) 
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FOR THE HENlTEACHER - Ple ••• tick ~es .a appropriate. 
Tick only ono box per 'Pe.tion, except 1n 'Pertio,," 13 • 14. 

SCHOOL DETAILS 

1. NUmber ot Plpi1s on role, 

(1) Below SO J 
(2) 51 - 100 

SMAJ,L SCHOOLS ~ 26 • 4(\C 

::: ~:~: ::~ 
(5) 401 - 600 

(6) 600+ 

2. 'l'otal lUmber of teachinq statf. 
(Head teacher counts Aa 1, part-time staff '2) 

(1) 1 - 2 

(2) l - 4 

(l) 5 - 8 

(4) 9 - 12 

(5) 13 ~ 16 

(6) 11 - 20 

(7) 21 - 24 

(8) 25+ 

3. ~e rang. of pupils. 

(1) 5 - 1 

(2) 8 - 11 

(3) 5 - 11 

(4) Other 

4. Does the school have, 

ORCANISATION 

(1) A classroom for eAch class 

(2) An open-plan arrangOlllent 

(3) SCIII. comprOlll1se between 1 • 2 

(v) 

SlUT.T, 
SCHOOLS 
No. 'jI. 
11 42 

15 '56 

o 0 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

4 
o 0 

2, 66 

2 6 

22 65 

o 0 

4 15 

URGl: 
SCHOOLS 

No. 'jI. 
o 0 
, 10 

12 40 

11 37 
, 10 

1. '5 

o 0 

o 0 

2 7 

4 14 
20 67 

4 12 

27 90 
o 0 

'5 10 
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5. Is it school policy for plpils' work in environmental science 
to take place: SMALL 

(1) As a separate part of the curriculum No. % 
3 12 

(2) As a planned part of some broader topics 11 42 
(3 ) As it arises 4 15 
(4) Not at all 0 0 

(5) No general policy 1 4 
(6) Sane combination of the above 7 27 

6. How many science specialists· are there on the staff? 
(. i.e. have received substantial formal training in science) 

(1) None 

(2) 1 

(3) 2 

(4) 3 

(5) 4+ 

19 73 
6 23' 

1 4 

O. 0 

o 0 

7. Of the science specialists how many were trained in: 

(1) Physical Sciences 13 
(2) Biological Sciences 

(3) Environmental Sciences 

8. Is there a post of responsibility for: 

(1) General science 

(2) Environmental science 

(3) None 

2 38 

4 50 
n~7 

o 0 

11 4 

25 96 
n=25 

9. Do you have a school site for environmental science work: 

(1) Yes 

(2) No 

(If Yes, please answer quest~ons 10-14) 
(If No, please answer question 14) 

10. Was the outdoor area built: 

(1) At the same time as the school 

(2) After the school 

( vi) 

9 

5 

4 

35 

56 

44 

LARGE 
No. 

2 
13 

5 
0 

2 

7 

18 

8 

3 

1 

o 

8 

7:~ 
7 

45 
17 
0 

7 
24 

60 

27 
10 

3 
o 

53 
2 13 
3 20 

n=15 

7 24 
6 21 

17 55 
n=29 

11 

3 27 
8 73 

1 ' 

., 



1 

-3- n=9 n=ll 

SIULL LARG3 
11. Was it blilt by: No. d 

i" No. % 
(1) The L.E. A. 11 ' 7 64 . 

3 3 33 27 
(2) Voluntary labour 

(3 ) Other 5 56 0 0 

If other, please state details 

-----------------~-------------------

12. Was it funded by: 

(1) The L.E.A. 5 56 7 64 
(2) Fund-raising efforts 5 56 4 37 
(3 ) Grants 2 8 9 

If (3), please state details --------------------, 
---------------------- ---------~-----

13. What habitats does the outdoor study area offer? 

(1) Grassland 
5 56 7 64 

(2) Ponds 
5 56 6 54 

(3) Moving water (e.g. stream, river , dyke) 2 22 0 0 
(4) Chequerboard garden 

4 44 4 37 
(5) Garden area 5 56 3 27 
(6) wood (or area of trees) 4 44 6 54 
(7) Tree nursery 3 33 3 27 
(8) Marsh 

3 33. 2 18 
(9) Bird table/nest bOKes 8 89 7 64 

(10) Other 0 0 9 

If (10), please give details: 

./ .. 

( vii) 



1 
,. 

SMALL LARGE 
-4- n=26 n>=30 

No. % No. % 
14. Does environmental science take place outside the school grounds 

in the form of. 

(1) Local habitats 20 77 23 77 
(2) Nature reserves 8 30 12 40 
(3) . Field Study centres 9 35 13 43 
(4) Musewns 13 50 12 40 
(5 ) Zoo/Wildlife Park 14 54 14 47 
(6) Wildfowl/Bird centres 8 30 7 23 
(7 ) Farm visits 17 65 15 50 
(B) Gardens/parks 8 30 17 57 
(9) other 6 23 3 

If (9), please give further details. _________________ _ 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. - - - - - - - - - - - - .. 

THANK YOO FOR COMPLETIN:> THIS QUESTIONNAIRE. 

( viii) 



If (9), please give further details: _________________ _ 

THANK YOU FOR COMPLETIN> THIS QUESTIONNAIRE. 

( ix) 
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TH~ ·.';::FF'~CT OF :'H'3: PR8T!!NC3 OF ~ ;J~~CL~tIST ~·rr·rH RE(}t\RD1 '!'8 _')c~nr'1". ~c.'~ T~! 

5. Is it school policy for pupils'work in environmental science 
to take place: ': :,;~(~I ~.!,!:;T 

NO. ~; 
(1) As a separate part of the curriculum 3 1S 

(2) As a planned part of some broader topics ~1 

(3) As it arises 

(4) Not at all 

(5) No general policy 

(6) Sane combination of the above 

2 11 

o 0 

2 11 

6 31 

6. How many science specialists· are there on the staff? 
(* i.e. have received substantial formal training in science) 

(1) None 
37 

(2) 1 

(3 ) 2 
19 

(4 ) 3 

(5 ) 4+ 

7. Of the science specialists how many were trained in: 

(1) Physical 'Sciences 

(2) Biological Sciences 

(3) Env ironmental Sciences 

8. Is there a post of responsibility for: 

(1) General science 

(2) Environmental science 

(3) None 

6~~ 

3~.: 

9. Do you have a. school site for environmental science work: 

10. 

(1) Yes 

(2) No 

(If Yes, please answer ~estions 10-14) 
(If No, please answer question 14) 

Was the outdoor area tUilt: 

(1) At the same time as the school 

(2) After the school 

(x) 

8 

Nr-ll-S!''':CIALI: 
NO. Cc-" ," 

? 
" 

19 53 

7 19 

0 0 

1. 3 

7 19 

n~36 

12 32 

./ 



1 
•• 

SP1WJ!iLIST NON-SP3CIALIST 
n=19 n=37 

14. Does environmental science take place outside the school grounds 
in the form of: No. c.:!. No. ~/~ , 
(1) Local habitats 13 6'l 30 81 
(2) Nature reserves 8 ~~ 12 32 
(3) . Field study centres 8 4·2 14 38 
(4) Museums 7 37 18 49 
(5) Zoo/Wild Hf e Park 8 42 20 54 
(6) Wildfowl/Bird centres 5 26 10 27 
(7 ) Farm visits 7 37 25 68 
(B) Gardens/parks 7 37 18 49 
(9) other 4 21 3 8 

If (9). please give further details: _________________ _ 

------------------------------------

THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE. 

( xi) 



~mOLE' SAMPLg Nb 269 

Organisation 

1. Is classwork in environmental science: No. % recponse 

(1) A specified part of the curriculum 

(2) A planned part of broader topics 

(3) Developed as it arises 

(4) Not done 

2. Is there: 

(1) A scheme of work available 

(2) A set of broad guidelines 

(3) No general policy 

3. What percentage of total lesson time is spent on 
environmental science activities? 

(1) 0\ 

(2) 5\ 

(3) 10\ 

(4) 15\ 

(5) 20\ 

83 
155 
134 

0 

62 

127 

91 

o 
131 
87 

29 

7 

. 31 
58 
50 

0 

23 

48 

34 

o 
52 

34 
11 

3 

4, How would you describe the available first hand facilities of 
equipnent and/or working areas for teaching 
envirornnental science? 

(1) Poor 

(2) Less than adequate 

13 ) l\dequate 

(4) Good 

(5) Excellent 

41 

94 
106 

20 

6 

~, What, on average" is the size of group undertaking 
environmental sciences simultaneously? 

(1) Less than 5 

(2) 

(3 ) 

6 - 10 

11 - 15 

(4) 16 - 20 

(5) 21 - 25 

(6) 26 - 30 

(7) 31+ 

( xii) 

1'2 

34 
24 

23 
40 

58 
68 

15 

35 
40 
a 
2 

13 

9 

9 
19 

22 

26 

" 

n=266 

n=266 

n=255 

n=266 

l' 

.1 



o. 

-2-

Please rate the following aspects of environmental science education 
according to the importance you feel each shoold have for the children 
yoo teach: . k th h L. I. U. I. L. J. U. J. 

T1C e age-groop yoo teac : 1 95 38(; 1153 62~, 1 

1 

The ability to: % response Mean S.D .. 
(1) Follow carefully instructions from 

a work card, book or blackboard 

(2) Make notes of observations/results 
during the course of their work 

(3) Make a satisfactory written record 
of work 

(4) Dec1de the aspect of the topic 
they wish to study/investigate 

(5) Choose what kind of record to make 
of their work 

(6) Make carefu l, first hard 
observations 

(7) Make drawings fran first hand 
observations 

(8) Write from first hand observations 

1234'7>6 

176101621'30 4.1' 

1 6 8 81 14 22 32 4 .17 

11 7 14 18 26 24 4.13 

15 12 25 30 13 5 3.29 

18 12 19 28 16 7 3.31 

3 t 6 4 26 60 5.82 

3 3 11 14 28 41 4.84 

8 3' 9' 18 26 36 4.58 

(9) Design own experiments/investigations 18 11' 17 24 19 11 3.49 
(l0) Identify the var1ables operating in 

certain s1tuations 

(11) Draw concluslons from results or make 
generalisat lons tased on 
observations 

(12) Use reference books for further 
infonnation 

17 9 13 24 23 14 3.69 

6 3 7 lIi 32 36 4.73 

7 4 6182045 4.77 

1.8 

1.82 

1.63 

1.39 

1.18 

1.31 

1:.53 

1.6 

1.66 

1.39 

1.49 

7. Which of these do you consider to be the most important goals ln 
environmental science? 

Development of: 

(1) Urderstanding of basic concepts such 
as habitat differences, living 
requirements, food webs etc. 

(21 Problen solving Skllls 

(3) The ability to carry oot simple 
investigations/experiments carefully 
and safely 

(4) The enjoyment of environmental 
activi ties 

(5) A knowledge of the natural world 
around us 

(6) The ability to observe carefully 

(7) A questioning attitude towards 
surroondings 

(8) A respect and appreciation of the 
natural world 

( xiii) 

1: j. 5· 17 28 46 5.06 

5 7 11 2427 26 4.38 

3 4 7 20 30 36 4.79 

1.14 

1.42 

1.27 

o 0' 1 9 20 70 5.53 0.82 

I • 6 26 65 5.55 0.79 

o 0 6 22 71 5.61 0.75 

11 l' 2 624 66 5.48 0.91 

0' l' 4 18 76 5.66 0.75 

./ 
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-3- % response ~!ean S.D. 
11 2 3 4 5 6 

(9) The ability to find information 
fram reference books 4 5 10 20 27 34 4.61 1.38 

(l0) The ability to use basic equipment 
safely and accurately ;> 2 7 19 28 42 4.96 1.64 

(11 ) Creative skills such as art, 
descriptive and imaginative writing, 
etc. 11 2 10 26 25 35 4.75 1.2 

8. Which of these teachinq schemes and materials are you familiar with? 

Nuffield se ience '10 26 33 21 6 4· 2.99 

Science 5/13 12 182024 16 10 3.46 1.51 

9. How much use do you make of T.V./radio progranmes on environmental SClenc-.. : 

28 11 19 1 6 12 14 3.161.78 

10. In what way would you like back-up resources fram the L.E.A.? 

Cl) More courses ~o attend 6 7 18 24 18 27 4.22 1.5 

(2) A greater avallabllity of the 
16 25 19 24 advisory servlce 8 fl 4.13 1.52 

(3 ) A course based at your school 16 9 18161724 3.8 1 .76 
(4) More financial assistance 7 6 11 16 17 43 4.6 1 .59 
(5) Prepared guidelines in curriculum 

9 7 15 19 22 28 4.25 1 .58 content 

(6) Prepared guidelines for equipment 
10 11 16 22 18 23 3.96 1.62 buying 

(7) Please state any other you feel important 

Personal Details 
N'o. < 7" res pome· 

ll. Male 74 28 

Female 188 72 nd62 

12. Graduate in. 

(1) Env irornnental sciences 4 2 
(2) Biological sciences 3, 1 
(3 ) Physical sciences 2'. 
(4) Other subject 59 22 n=265 
(4)a. If B.Ed. please state m~n sUbject. 

(other than education) - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(xiv) ./ •. 



13.· Non-g radu ate , main subject: 

(1) Environmental sciences 

(2) Biological sciences 

(3) Physical sciences 

14. Non-graduate: 

-4-

(1) Some science but not main subject 

(2) Not trained in science 

15. Graduate or non-graduate, did you attend 
science-based curriculum courses? 

,. (1) Environmental sciences 

(2) Biological sciences 

(3) Physical sciences 

(4) General science 

(5) None 

1&. Were yru primary or secondary trained? 

(1) Primary 

(2) secondary 

17. A-levels: 

(1) Physics 

(2) Chemistry 

(3) Biology 

(4) Other science subject 

If (4) please state deta11s: 

18. O-levels: 
(C.S.E.) 

(1) Physics 

(2) Chemistry 

(3) Biology 

(4) Other science subject 

If (4) please state details: 

(xv) 

No, 

14 

12 

6 

72 

101 

101 

29 

17 

85 

89 

232 

51 

7 

13 

17 

28 

49 

58 

121 

66 

% 
5 

4 

2 

27 

38 

38 

11 

6 

32 

34 

Ra 

19 

3 

5 

7 
11. 

18 

22 

46 

25 

1 

n=265 

response 
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19. Have you ever attended a science-based 
crurse during your teaching career?, 

(1) Yes 

(2) No 

If Yes - continue 

If No' - please go to question 21. 

20. What has been your total involvement in 
science-based I. N. S.E. T. since 1st Sept. 1980? 

(1) None 

(2) 1 - 6 hours 

(3 ) 7 - IS hours 

(4) 16 - 30 hours 

(5) 1 - 2 weeks 

(6) 2 - 4 weeks 

(7 ) 4 weeks 1 term 

(8 ) 1 term 1 year 

21. How many years teach~ng experience do you have? 

Cl) o - 5 

(2) 6 - 10 

(3 ) 11- 20 

(4) 21 - 30 

(5) 31+ 

THANK YOU FOR CCMPLETING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE. 
(xvi) 

1 j 

No. 0;,' response 

149 57 
n~260 

75 50 

36 24 

17 11 

9 6 

7 5 

1 

2 1 

n=149 

26 10 

62 2t1. 

103 40 

50 19 

20 7 n=261 



DIFF'~RF.:NCgS IN RE:SPONSEl RET';f8':N N<:N AIID \'1ml<:N 'I'5:ACI1~RS 

6. 

7. 

~IEN 1 WOMEN 

Please rate the following aspects of environmental scien e education 
according to the importance you feel each shculd have for the children 
ycu teach: T' k th h I ;r. I JI 

1.C e age-grcup ycu teac : 101;. 1'l9.<},'t)11,' 15 CV" 
NO.! 1~'3an SD No Mean SD 

(1) Follow carefully instructions from i 

'!he abil1 ty to: 

a work card, book or blackboard 7314.95 1.07 

(2) Make notes of observations/results I 
during the course of their work 7315.18 0.91 

181 3.76 1.92 

184 3.77 1.91 

(3) Make a satisfactory written record I 
of work 73 ! 4.84 0.95 182 3.82 1.74 

I 
(4) Decide the aspect of the topic 

they wish to study/investigate I 72j3.5611.16 181 3.161.47 

(5) Choose what kind of record to make 1 

of their work 

(6) Make careful, first hand 
observations 

(7) Make drawings fran first hand 
observ at ions 

73 3.62 i 1.24 , , , , 
: I 

73: 5.45 '.0.73 

73 • 5.01 : 0.96 
i 
! 0.93 (8) Write from first hand observations 73' 5.0 

(9) Design own experiments/investigati0¥5 • 

(10) Identify the van.ables operating in 
certain sltuat ions 73 

(11) Draw conclus1ons from results or make 
generalisatlons based on 
observations 

(12) Use reference books for further 
information 

73 

73 

4.05 '1.44 , 

4.36 '1.39 

5.01 ! 0. CJ7 
I 
! 

5.08 '0.99 

181 3.18 1.54 

183 5.2111.33 

185 4.76 i 1.43 
I 

18214.45 ! 1.69 
181 , 3.25 11.62 

i 1 

17913.43 i 1.69 
, 1 

! 
183' 4.6 11.52 

, 
I 

184 4.63 i 1.65 
I 

Which of these do you consider to be the most important goals 1n 
environmental science? 

Development of: 

Cl) Understanding of basic concepts such 
as habitat differences, living 

i requirements, food webs etc. 73 i 4.96 10.98 186 i 5.09 1.2 1 
Problem solving SlllUS 74 : 4.66 '1.05 

, 
(2) 182 i 4.26 1.52 

: , 
(3 ) The ability to carry cut simple ! investigatiuns/experiments carefully , 1 

and safely 71 ;4.91 1.04 186 i4.76 1.36 
(4) The enjoyment of environmental i j 

: 
15.66 activi ties 74 I 5.23 10.88 188 0.77 , 

10.82 
I (51 A knowledge of the natural world 

74/5.14 around us 881 5•69 1°.74 
(6) The ability to observe carefully 

74 I 5.45 
I 
1°.74 

' , 
88 ! 5.66 ! 0.76 

(7 ) A questioning attitude towards 1 

15.53 10.92 I iO.86 surrcundings 74 15.39 88 
I ! I ' 

CB) A respect and appreciation of the J , , 1 I 

natural world 74 i 4.92 1°·98 88 i5.75 ;0.69 
! I 

( xvii) J 

1 

.1 



1, 

MEN WOMEN 
-3-

No. Mean SD No. Mean S: 
(9) The ability to find information 

from reference books 73 4.86 1.02 185 4.52 1.5 
(l0) The ability to use basic equipment 

safely and accurately 73 , 4.44 1.09 183 5.01 1 .1 i 

Cll) Creative skills such as art. 
descriptive and imaginative writing. , , 
etc. 73 3.04 1.13 184 4.88 1.2 

B. Which of these teaching schemes and materials are you familiar with? 
, I 

NIlffield Science 72 I 3.66 1.46 1751 2 .99 1.2 , , 
I 

Science S/l3 70 I 
I 3.03 1.56 175 3.41 1.5 
, 

9. How much use do you make of T.V./radio programmes on environmental SClenre: 

; 
71 : 3.3 11.56 1183: 3. 251 1.5 

10. In what way would you like back-up resources from the L. E. A. ? 

11. 

12. 

(1) More courses .0 attend 

(2) A greater avallabllity of the 
advisory servlce 

(3) A course based at your school 

(4) More financial assistance 

(5) Prepared guidelines in curriculum 
content 

(6) Prepared guidelines for equipment 
buying 

70 

71 

70 

71 

69 

69 

4.37 i 1.37 

4.17 i 1.41 
I 

3.74 11.64 

4.55 i 1.65 

4.1 1.44 

3.58 1.46 

(7) Please state any other you feel important 

Personal Details 

Male 74 = 280;1. 
Female 188 = 72% 

Graduate in. H~ 

No. % 
(1) Env ironmental sciences 2 3 
(2) Biological sciences 1 1 
(3 ) Physical sciences 1 I 1 
(4) Other subject 25 . 34 
(4)a. If B.Ed. please state main subject. 

(other than education) 
(XViii) 

i I 
176;4. 15 1 1•5 

175 i 4.11 ! 1.5 

16fli 3.8711.8 

17614.64 11.5 

I I 
17914.3111.6 

17514.1 11.6 
I 

WOHEN 
No. o! /.') 

2 ~ 

2 1 

1 0 

33 18 

./ .. 
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13. Non-graduate, main subject: 

(1) Environmental sciences 

(2) Biological sciences 

(3 ) Physical sciences 

14. Non-graduate: 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

(1) Same science but not main subject 

(2) Not trained in science 

Graduate or non-gr adu ate , did you attend 
science-based curriculum courses? 

(1) Environmental sciences 

(2) Biological sciences 

(3) Physical sciences 

(4 ) General science 

(5) None 

W.ere yru primary or secondary trained? 

(l) Primary 

(2) Secondary 

A-levels: 

(l) Physics 

(2) Chemistry 

(3 ) Biology 

(4 ) Other science subject 

If (4 ) please state deta.ls: 

O-levels: 
(C.S.E.) 

(1) Physics 

(2) Chemistry 

(3 ) Biology 

(4) Other sc ience subject 

If (4) please state details: 

(xix) 

No. 

3 
2 

4 

19 
18 

29 

5 
8 

27 

21 

60 

28 

3 

3 

1 

5 

25 

23 

17 

15 

MEN 

% 

4 

3 

5 

26 

24 

40 

7 
11: 

37 

29 

81 

3il 

4 
4 

1, 

7 

34 

31 

23 
20 

lfONEN 

No. 

11 
10 

2 

51 

83 

71 

24 

9 
57 

66 

170 

22 

4 

10 

16 

22 

23 

34 
101 

50 

1 

~~ 

6 

5 
1 

27 

H 

38 

13 

5 

30 

35 

90 
12 

2 

5 

9 
12 

12 

18 

54 

27 



-5-

19. Have you ever attended a science-based 
course during your teaching career? 

(1) Yes 

(2) No 

If Yes - contilUle 

If No - please go to question 21. 

20. What has been your total involvement in 
science-based I.N.S.E.T. since 1st Sept. 1980? 

(l) None 

(2) 1 - 6 hours 

(3) 7 - 15 hours 

(4) 16 - 30 hours 

(5) 1 - 2 weeks 

(6) 2 - 4 weeks 

(7) 4 weeks 1 term 

(8) 1 term 1 year 

21. How many years teach1ng experience do you have? 

(1) 0 - S 

(2) 6 - 10 

(3) 11 - 20 

(4) 21 - 30 

(5) 31+ 

THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE. 

(xx) 

MEN 

No. i-

49 

14 

14 

7 

6 

7 

o 
o 
1 

6 

17 

33 
11 

7 

66 

19 

19 

9 

8 

9 

o 
o 
1 

8 

23 

45 

15 

9 

WOMEN 

No. % 

98 

60 

22 

10 

3 
o 
1 

1 

o 

20 

44 
69 

39 

13 

53 

32 

12 

5 

2 

o 
o 
1 

o 

11 

24 

37 

21 

7 

1 



Organisation 

1. Is classwork in enVirOnmtntal science: 

(l) A specified part of the curriculum 

(2) A planned part of broader topics 

(3 ) Developed as it arises 

(4) Not done 

2. Is there: 

(1) A scheme of work available 

(2) A set of broad guidelines 

(3) No general policy 

No. % 
INFANTS 
n:111 
31 28 

62 56 

66 59 
0 0 

28 ;:>5 

51 ~6 

38 34 

3. What percentage of total lesson time is spent on 
environmental science activities? n=101 

(1) 0% 

(2) 5% 

(3) 10% 

(4) 15\ 

(5) 20\ 

o 0 

50 50 

38 38 

9 9 
4 3 

No. % 
JUNIORS 
n=156 
52 33 

94 60 

68 44 
0 0 

32 21 

80 51 

49 31 

n=153 

o 0 

80 52 

50 33 

18 12 

4 3 

4. How would you describe the available first hand facilities of 
equipnent and/or working areas for teaching 1 
environmental science? n= 11 n=152 

!>. 

(1) Poor 

(2) Less than adequate 

(3) 1\dequate 

(4) Good 

(5) Excellent 

12 11 

36 32 

51 ~6 

9 8 

3 3 

What, on average, is the size of group undertaking 
environmental sciences simultaneously? 

(1) 

(2) 

(3 ) 

(4 ) 

Less than 5 

6 - 10 

11 - 15 

16 - 20 

(5) 21 - 25 

(6) 26 - 30 

(7) 31+ 

(xxi) 

n=105 

8 8 

17 16 

7 7 
15 

28 27 

18' 18 

13 12 

29 19 

54 35 

59 38 

13 8 

2 1 

n=155 

5, 3 

17,. 11 

,19 12 

13 8 

19 12 

37 24 

57 33 
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6. 

-2-

Please rate the following aspects of environmental science education 
according to the importance you feel each should have for the children 
you teach: 

'l1'Ie ability to: 

(1) Follow carefully instructions from 
a work card, book or blackboard 

(2) Make notes of observations/results 
during the course of their work 

(3) Make a satisfactory written record 
of work 

(4) DeClde the aspect of the topic 
they wish to study/investigate 

(5) Choose what kind of record to make 
of their work 

(6) Make careful, first hand 
observations 

(7) Make drawings from first hand 
observ at ions 

(8) write fram first hand observations 

(9) Design own experiments/investigations 

(10) Identify the varlables operating in 
certain Sl.tuat inns 

(11 ) results or make Draw concluslons from 
generalisat10ns based on 
observations 

(12) Use reference books for further 
infonnation 

" INFANT 1-' 
In Me!ID1 SD 

JUNIOR 
Nj JoIeanlSD 

1072.921.81 154; 4.8711.25 

, 
1092.9611.86 155 4.9911.78 

10713.21 1.74 155,4.76:1.17 

I i I 
1 ~ 

10812.69 1.44 15313.6811.17 

"I i I i I i 
108,2.741.541541,3.7311.39 

': 1 i 
111; 5.01 i 1.46 154 5.4810.89 .' , 

110: 4.5411.56 15515.05: 0.99 
! I i: 

109 3.93: 1.81 154: 4.99 1.08 
, i ' 

107 i2.67)1.57154;4.08'1.36 . i :' 
107:2.84il.631514.261.35 

, , 
I 
I 

1094.16 11.68 155:5.160.98 , 

7, Which of these do you consider to be the most important goals 1n 
environmental science? 

Development of: 

(ll Understanding of basic concepts such 
as habitat differences, living 
requirements, food webs etc. 

(2) Problem solving Skills 

(3) 'l1'Ie ability to carry out simple 
investigatiuns/experiments carefully 
and safely 

(4) 'l1'Ie enjoyment of environmental 
activi ties 

(5) A knowledge of the natural world 
around us 

(6) 'l1'Ie ability to observe carefully 

(7) A questioning attitude towards 
surroundings 

(8) A respect and appreciation of the 
natural world 

( xxii) 

111 4.96i1.28 156;5.121°.98 
, ' 

107 3.97 1
1 .• 6 15714.67 i 1 .17 

1114,4311,5115715.04!0.97 

113 5~66!0.85 157 5.4510.79 

113 5.66
1

°.82 157 5.42 0.76 

1T3 5.62 iO.87 157 5.580.67 

",5. 48 1,.0, '57 r.'7io.7' 
11315.750.781575.591°.73 

1 

./. 



(9) The ability to find information 
from reference books 

(10) The ability to use basic equipment 
safely and accurately 

(11) Creative skills such as art, 
descriptive and imaginative writing, 
etc. 

INFANT 
Ni'IMean SD 

10914.21,1.66 

I ! 
I ' 107,4.81 1.36 

1 I 
108!4.9511.3 I ' 

! 

JUNIOR 
Nj ~Iean SD 

157 5.07 0.99 

1574.6 1.1 

157 5.53 0.78 

8. Which of these teaching schemes and materials are you familiar with? 

Nuffield Science 

Science 5/13 

I ' ; I 
106 ',2.94\1.27 , , 

, ; 
105! 3.38! 1.53 

I 

15212.9711.12 , 
1 50 13 • 46 1.46 , 

l' 

9. How much use do ycu make of T. V ./radio programmes on enviromnental sc.enC" .. ' 

109:2.86:1.77115413.2911.75 

10. In what way would you like back-up rescurces from the L.E.A.? 

(1) More courses '0 attend 

(2) A greater ava.lab.lity of the 
advisory servlce 

(3) A course based at your school 

(4) More financial assistance 

(5) Prepared guidelines in curriculum 
content 

(6) Prepared guidelines for equipment 
buying 

, 
10":4 ?1;1 62 .. : .- I . 

I ' 103 : 4.1 ; 1 .59 
I I 

1()() b .7211.8 

102 11. 51 h .58 
I : 

10514.37,1.59 

10? 14•05 i1•58 

(7) Please state 
i i 

any other you feel important ' 

Personal Details 

11. Male 

1 F~~ 

12. Graduate in: 

(1) Environmental sciences 

(2) Biological sciences 

(3) Physical sciences 

(4) other subject 

(4) a. If B. Ed. please state main subject: 

15314.1611.43 

15111.07 1.48 

148,3.89 11.73 

151 14.5911.65 

152,·1.13 1.55 

i 
151 '3.9 1.61 

I 

(other than education) - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(xxiii) . I .. 



Orqanisation 
NON-SPSCHLIS'l' 

Ho. % re.pons. 

1. la cl ... work in environmental Bciances 

III A .pecifiec! put of the curriculUlll 39 

(21 A planned put of broad .... tcpic. 94 

(31 Devolop04 .0 it ari... ~1 

(4) Not done 0 

2. la there, 

(1) A .ch .... of ..,rk availabl. 

(2) A oet of broad quid.lin •• 

(3) No 9.nua1 pol1cy 

n=156 

34 

76 

55 

3. What percentage of total lesIon time 11 spent on 
environmental 8c1ence activities? 

III 0' 

(21 5\ 

(31 10\ 

(41 15\ 

(51 20\ 

o 
76 

50 

14 

5 

25 
60 

52 
o 

22 

49 
35 

o 
52 
34 
10 

4 

4. How would you describe the available first hand facilities of 
equipnent and/or working areas for teaching 
environmental science? 

(1) Poor 

U) Lesa· than adequate 

II , Adequ ate 

(41 Good 

(S) Excellent 

49 

61 

11 

3 

!». What, on average, 1 s the size of group undertaking 
environmental science. simultaneously? 

(1) Le •• than 5 

(2) 6 - 10 

(3) 11 - 15 

(4)' 16 - 20 

(5) 21;' 25 

(6) 26 - 30 

(7) 31+ 

\ 

• . (XXiv) 

7 
26 

15 
12 

23 
34 
40 

17 

31 
41 

9 

5 

17 

10 

a 
1.5 
23 
26 

'. 

171 

SP!!CIALIS'l' 
No. ~ re8ponse 

12 

17 

14 

o 
n.:25 

7 
12 

8 

o 
~o 

6 

8 

1 

4 
7 

11 

2 

2· 

1 , 
6 

6 

6 

48 
68 

56 
o 

2f1 

48 
32 

6 

40 
24 

3~ 

4 

16 
~8 

44 
8 

4 

8 

4 

4 

12 

24 

24 

24 

.1 •• 

If • 



6. 

1 

-2-

Please rate the following aspects of 
according to the importance you feel 
you teach: 

environmental science education 
each should have for the children 

'Ibe ability to: 

(1) Follow carefully instructions from 
a work card, book or blackboard 

(2) Make notes of observations/results 
during the course of their work 

(3) Make a satisfactory written record 
of work 

(4) DeC1de the aspect of the topic 
they wish to study/investigate 

(5) Choose what kind of record to make 
of their work 

(6) Make careful, first hand 
observations 

(7) Make drawings from first hand 
observ at ions 

(8) Write from first hand observations 

(9) Design own experiments/investigations 

(la) Identify the var iables operat ing in 
certain s1tuations 

(11) Draw concluslons from results or make 
generalisatlons based on 
observations 

(12) Use reference books for further 
infonnation 

_ NOW-8l'ElCIALIST. SI'ElCIALIST 
N I_ Mea1··SD. It, }!ean ~ 

, I 
154,4.05: 1.78 23 4.43 1.5 

, I 

1544.14 1.88 24 4.42 1.4 

154.3.97 1 1.66 2414.5 
! 

1.0 

152. 3.16 . 1.37 
I 

152' 3.22 1.55 

155 5.21 • 1.28 

155 4.83 I 1.32 
: i 

152 , 4.46 :1.63 , ' 

152 1 3.43 1.65 

151i3.56:1.72 

153: 4.77 : 1 .44 
, 

I 

155 4.6 .1.59 

I 

24 ;3.5 i1•5 

24,3.7511.5 
; 
i 
i 0.7 

i 
I 

24 I 5.5 

I I 
24! 4.96 i 0.9 

24 i 4.83 i 1.1 
, 

244 .. 17:1.6 

24.4.3511.3' 

24 4.83 

, 
I 

'1 3' i • , 

I 
24 5.16, 0.9' 

7. Which of these do you consider to be the most important goals ln 
environmental science? 

Development of: 

(11 Understanding of basic concepts such 
as habitat differences, living 
requirements, food webs etc. 156 5,04 1.11' 24 5.0 i 1.01 

(2) Problem solving skills 152 4.46 i 1.4 25 : 4.76 11 • 1 : 
(31 The ability to carry rut simple ! 

investigatiuns/experiments carefully , 
155

1

4.74 il.26 25 i 5.16 0.91 and safely 
i ! , ! (4) 'Ibe enjoyment of environmental I _ 

15.56 activi ties 15715.55 0.67 25 0.8;: 
I i 

the natural world I , 
( 5) A knowledge of I I I 

around us 157 i5.56 (64 25 i5•36 1°·81 
(6) 'Ibe ability to observe carefully i5• 6 I 157 j5.68 p.54 25 ,O.5E 
(7) A questioning attitude towards I 

15.44 
i 

157 ;5.55 
I I surroundings 0.8 25 iO.7E 

I I , i (8) A respect and appreciation of the 1 
I 

i I i 
natural world 157 :5.66 r· 65 25 i5•

6 jO.71 , 
I 

(xxv) 
, 

./ 
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(9) The ability to find information 
frem reference books 

(10) The ability to use basic equipment 
safely and accurately 

(11) Creative skills such as art. 
descriptive and imaginative writing. 
etc. 

NON-SnCIALIST 

No. Mea SD 

157 4.51 1.42 

154 4.96 1.15 

152 4.81 1.15 

l' 

SPSCIALIST 
No' 
r 

Mean 

25 ' 4.68 , 1 • 

25 i 5.08 O. , 

i 
i 

25
1

4• 68 1. 
I 

8. Which of these teaching schemes and materials are you familiar with? 

Nuffield Science 

Science 5/13 

153 2.9 1.22 

1 50 3.42 1 .48 

25 3.04 11• 

25 3.9211. 

9. How much use do ycu make of T.V./radio progranmes on environmental SClenc-e: 

153/2.8611.68 2513.44\1. 

10. In what way would you like back-up resources frem the L. E. A. ? 

11. 

(1) More courses to attend 

(2) A greater avallabll1ty of the 
advisory service 

(3) A course based at ycur school 

(4) More financial assistance 

(5) Prepared guidelines in curriculum 
content 

(6) Prepared guidelines for equipment 
buying 

, 
147; 4.1 6 11.54 

, , 

147i4.07 11•54 
i 

1453.88 11.76 

144;4.5 11.6 
I \ 

14814.37 : 1.25 
I : 
I 1 

(7) Please state 

148/4.02 11•66 

any other you feel important 

Personal Details 

Male 

Female 

2514.62 1. 
, 

25 14.21 1. 
I 

22 : 4.09 1. 
I 25 ,5.04 1. 
! 

23 :3.74 1. 
I 

I 
22 \ 3.55 1. 

12. Graduate in: 

(1) Environmental sciences 

(2) Biological sciences 

(3) Physical sciences 

(4) Other subject 

(4)a. If B.Ed. please state main subject: 
(other than education) - - - - - - - - - - - - -(XXVi) .1 .. 



'l''!~CH'~'l~ nur.:STTONN UR'! 

Dn'F":R<:NC'!:S DU"l TO LSNGT'l OF S';lVIC] 

Organisation 

1. Is classwork in environmental science: 

)10 yrs 
n=88 

No. 
(1) A specified part of the curriculum 29 33 

70 

49 

(2) A planned part of broader topics 

(3) Developed as it arises 

(4) Not done 

2. Is there: 

(1) A scheme of work available 

(2) A set of broad guidelines 

(3) No general policy 

61 

43 
o o 

18 21 

39 49 

37 43 

3. What percentage of total lesson time is spent on 
environmental science activities? 

(1) 0% 

(2) 5% 

(3) 10% 

(4) 15\ 

(5) 20% 

o 0 

1\2 51 

29 35 
12 14 

2 2 

50 

92 

86 

o 

29 

59 

50 

o 

42 25 

85 50 

51 30 

o 0 

85 52 

56 35 
16 9 

4 2 

4. How would you describe the available first hand facilities of 
equipnent and/or working areas for teaching 
environmental science? 

Cl) Poor 

(2) Less than adequate 

(3) Adequate 

(4) Good 

(5) Excellent 

12 14 

'30 35 
35 40 

6 7 

4 5 

5. What, on average, is the size of group undertaking 
environmental sciences simultaneously? 

(1) Less than 5 

(2) 6 - 10 

(3) 11 - 15 

(4) 16 - 20 

(5) 21 - 25 

(6) 26 - 30 

(7) 31+ 

(XXVii) 

6 7 

11 13 

9 11 

7 8 

18 21 

15 18 

21 25 

28 16 

63 39 

66 39 

13 8 

2 1 

6 4 

~? 13 

15 9 
14 8 

29 . 17 

42 25 

44 26 

l' 

.1 



8. 

9. 

10. 

ll. 

12. 

(9) The ability to find information 
fram reference books 

(10) The ability to use basic equipment 
safely and accurately . 

(11) Creative skills such as art, 
descriptive and imaginative writing, 
etc .. 

>10 yrs 

N I ~'ei SD 

I 
I 
i 
I 
! 
I 

1 

<10 yrs 

N Mean SD 

Which of these teaching schemes and materials are You familiar with? 
i I 

Nuffield Science 

Science 5/13 

83 : 3.01 :1.1 164 2.99 t. 25 
~ I 
: I 

I 

85: 3.79 '11.48 160 3.31 1.5 

How much use do you make of T. V ./radio programn,es on lenVironrnental SClenc .. 

88 3.22 r .75 1 65\ 3.17 \1. 7f 

In what way would yru like back-up resources fram thi L.E.A.? I 
I 

4.09 /1.41 
I 

Cl) More courses +0 attend 

(2) A greater avallabl)1ty of the 
advisory servlce 

(3) A course based at your school 

(4) More financial assistance 

(5) Prepared guidelines in curriculum 
content 

86 
: 

~.5511.47 
I 
! 

86 4.3 :1.36 

84 

85 

4.15,1.59 
. , 
4.74 ~.45 

! 
4.361.48 . , 

159 

I 
i 

159 4. 091 1.~ 

153 3.71 i 1 .7£ 

162

1
4.57 

162, 4.25 

\ 1 .62 
, 
! 1 61 I • , 
! (6) Prepared guidelines for equipment 

buying 85 ; 4.11 
(7) Please state any other you feel important I 

I 
158 3.91 !1.7 

- - - -- - - - ---------- ----------
------ - - -_._-------- ----------

)10 yrs < 10 yrs 
n=88 n=173 

Personal Details 
No. .' ?/~ 10 No. 

Male 23 26 51 30 

Female 64 74 121 70 

Graduate in: 

(1) Env ironrnental sciences 2 2 2 1 
(2) Biological sciences 2 2 I' 0 
(3 ) Physical sciences l' 1 1 1 
(4) Other subject 31 33 27 16 
(4) a. If B. Ed. please state main subject: 

(other than education) 
(xxviii) ------------- . / .. 



• 

13. Non-qraduate, main subject. 

(1) Environmental sciences 

(2) Biolog ical sciences 

(3) Physical sciences 

14. Non-qraduate. 

-4-

(1) Sane science but not main subject 

(2) Not trained in science 

15. Graduate or non-qraduate, did you attend 
science-based curriculum courses? 

• (1) Env ironmental se iences 

(2) Biological sciences 

(3) Physical sciences 

(4) General science 

(5) None 

16. Were you primary or secondary trained? 

(l) Pr imary 

(2) Secondary 

j.!Ixed. 
17. A-levels. 

(1) Physics 

(2) Chemistry 

(3) Biology 

(4) Other science subject 

If (4) please state detalls. 

18. O-levels. 
(C.S.E.) 

(1) Physics 

(2) Chemistry 

(3) Biology 

(4) Other science subject 

If (4) please state details. 

( xxix) 

:> 10 yrs 

No. 

5 
2 

2 

6 

2 

2' 

21 47 

24 28 

~o 47 

5 6 

4 5 

31 

28 

82 

2 

5 

2 

3 

3 

8 

36 

33 

93 

2 

5 

2 

3 

3 

9 

11 13 

15 17 

41 48 

24 28 

<10 yrs 

No. 5~ 

8 

10 

4 

5 

6 

2 

49 35 

75 43 

60 35 

24 14 

13 f3 

54 31 

58 34 

128 75 

30 18 

15 

5 
10 

14 

20 

7 

9 
6 

8 

12 

37 21 

42 24 

78 45 
41 24 



-5-

19. Have you ever attended a science-based 
course during your teaching career? 

(1) Yes 

(2) No 

If Yes - continue 

If No - please go to ~estion 21. 

20. What has been your total involvement in 
science-based I.N.S.E.T. since 1st Sept. 1980? 

(1) None 

(2) 1 - 6 hours 

(3) 7 - 15 hours 

(4) 16 - 30 hours 

(5) 1 - 2 weeks 

(6) 2 - 4 weeks 

(7) 4 weeks 

(8) 1 term 

1 term 

1 year 

21. How many years teaching experience do you have? 

(1) 0 - S 1 
(2) 6 - 10 

(3 ) 

(4 ) 

(5) 

THANK YOU FOR CCMPLETING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE. 

(xxx) 

;>10 yrs 

No. 

37 43 

n~37 

15 41 

12 33 

5 15 

1 3 

2 6 

o 
o 
1 

o 
o 

1 

(10 yr.. 

No. 

111 

n=111 

59 53 
24 22 

12 11 

8 7 

5 5 
1 

2 

o 

o 

o 

410 yrs = 173 = 5~~ 



Si bliography 
ASSESSM8NT OF PBRFORHANCE UNIT 

Science in Schools : lee 11 Report No. 1 

ASSOCTATION FOR SCIBNGE EDUCATION 
Science for the Under-thirteens 

HMSO 1980 

A.S.E. 1971 

Science and Primary Education Papers No. 1 

The Present Situation - A Review 

The Place of Science in Environmental 
Education - Study Series No. 1 

BARNr:S, D. 
Practical Curricululll Study 

A. S.B. 1974 

A. S. B. 1974 

Routledge & Kegan Paul 1982 
BASTIANI, J with H. TOMJ"SY 

Rediguide 16 -·Researching into the Curriculum 
NottinghF"D University School of Education 1979 

BLB!II1{!N,G.H. with A.V. Kq,LY 

The Pri1n'lry r.llrricul urn 
Harper & Row 1981 

BRADLEY, HO:1ARD et al. 

A Survey of Science Teaching in Primary 
Schools: Pointers for I.N.S.B.T • 

. Nottingha:n University School of '~ducation 1975 

CARIN, A with R.B. SUND 
Tellchine; Science Throue;h Discovery 

Charles E. Merrill - Ohio 1970 
CARSON, S.HcB., withR.N. COTJTON 

The Teaching of Rural Studies 
3d ward Arnold 1962 

(ed. ) 
Environmental Education - Principles 
and PrActice 

Edward Arnold 1978 

178 



CHESHIR8 COUNTY COT]NCn 

Primary Science ~uidelines 
Eaton Press 1982 

GLOSS-PARRY, N. 
The 3cology of a Rurnl PrimRry School 
Unpublish",d M.B.i. Thesis- University of Wales 1980 

COHBN, L. 

Bducational ResAarch in Classrooms anri 
Schools: A. !~;mual of l1ateria18 Clnri Methods 

-------- with 11. HOLLID,W 
Statistics for Social Scientists 

cor,I, IS, 11. 

Harper & Row 1976 

HRrper & Row 1982 

Th", First YeRrR. (from BnvironnltmtRl 
Education-Principles & Prnctic'" ad. Carson) 

SdwArd Arnold. 1 q78 
:;O~NOj·T,Y J T. vIi th VI. 3I:TT(;rCIH 

An Introdllction to Statistics for the 

14nc ;Hllan 1971 

(;')(18": rV<i.tion Society 1973 

M~king a SC}lnol ~I~tilre R~Re!~e an~ 

Stlldy Centr", 

179 

Journ. 30v. Bd. Vo1,13 ~!inter 19'10 !JP 37-4 
AND SCT.:;·'T C~ (D. ~. oS. ) 

Schools and the Countr~'side - Bducation 
Pamphlet No. 35 

If.H.S.O. 1974 

H.M.I. Report: MMtters for Discussion II -
A View of the Curriculum 

H.M.S.O. 1980 

H.~.I. Report: Bnvironmental ~lucation -
A :leview 

H.T1.S.0. 1981 



H.M.I. Re~ort: Snience In Primary Schools 

H.H.r. Rel'crt: '~,juC'lt.ion Observed - 2 

Don,;,~, J.C. 
A Chal k rlollnd Na tllre ReR ",rve 
Bnv. Stlld. in Seconrlnry Schools: 

H. ~1. S. O. 1983 

H.I'I.S.O. 1984 

180 

Hertford County Council Sept. 1969 pp 11-1 

An Artificial Chalk GrasRlan,j Hllbi tat 
Journ. for Secon:1ary Schools: 
Hertford County Council. 

DRIVER, R. 

The Pupil As ScientiRt? 

Jftn. 1979 pp 17-2 

Open TTniv'lrHi ty Press 1983 
:!)TTCK1,.tORTH, 1). 

The Continuing Swing? 
PllpilR Reluctance to Study 3cience 

EGGT.r:STOH, J.F. with J.F. KERR 
Studies in ASRessment 

'L F. B. R. 1978 

EngliR}' UniversftieR Press Ltd. 1969 
8iTVI~ON~S~JTAI, B~UCl\TTON IlBFffi T No. 9 

The Count.r~'sirle in 1970 Conf'H"mce 
H.H.S.O. 

::VAHS, K.~I. 

Pl'\llnin~ Slllall Scale Research (Rev.Ed.) 
N.F.B.R. 1978 

GARDENBR,' n.B.H. 
Experiment and Tradition in Primary Schools 

Butler & Tanner Ltd. 1973 
GBI,LMA'I, ESTELI.l~ S. 

Descriptive StatisticR for Te8chers 
Harper & Row 1973 

HARLB?f, W. (for the Schools Council) 
l~atch 8< 11ismatch: Rai~'ing Questions 

Oliver & Boyd 1977 

Hatch & Mismatch: LeaderR Guide 
Oliver & Boyd 1977 



HARRIS, MELVILL~ 
British Primary Schools Todny: 
Environmental Studies 

Mac Millan 1971 
HOLT, M. 

l~vnluatine the Evaluators 
Rodder & Stoughton 1981 

HOPKINS, M. F. S. 
Learning Through The Environment 

Longmnns 1968 
HTJGHES-BVAJ><S, D. (ed.) 

Environmental ~ucati.on: Key ISBues of the 
Future. Proceedings of the Conference held 
at the College of Technology, Farnborough, 
England. 

Pergamon Press 1977 
INGLB,R., with A. JSNNINGS 

Science in Schools: Which Way Now? 
(University of London Institute of Education) 

NFER-NELSON 1981 
JE~INS, B. W. 

Some SO'lrces for the History of Science 
Educatio~ in the Twentieth Century. 

181 

Studies in Sc.Ed. 7 (1980) pp 27-
KEFFORD, C. 

The fUddle Years (from "Environmental 
Education - Principles & Practice ed. Carson) 

Rdward Arnold 1978 
RERR, J.F; (ed.) 

Changinc the Curriculum 
University of London Press 1968 

KERRY, T with M. DOUGHTY 
Teaching Conservation & Wildlife 
(Limited Edition Study) 

Nottingham University School of 8ducation 1978 
LINES, C.J. with L.H. BOLWSLL 

Teaching Bnvironment81 Studies in the 
Primary & i'liddle School. 

Ginn 1971 



LUCAS, A.M. 
Science and EnvironrnentFll BducFltion: 
PiOUR Hopes, Self PrFlise, and DiRciplinary 
Chauvenism 

182 

Studies in Sc.Ed. 7 (1980)pp 1-21 
MABgy, R. 

ChDdren in Primary School - The 
Learnine Experience 

MACJ,URB, STUART J. 
Educational Documents (3rd edition) 

Pelican 1972 

Methuen & Co. Ltd. 1973 
MARTIN, G.C. with K. WHEELER (ed.) 

Insights into Environment'll T-;ducation. 
Oliver & Boyd 1975 

NUFFI8LD JUNIOR SCnNCE 
Teachers Guide 1 

ON~ROD, M. B. with DlTCKWORTH 
Pupils Attitude to Science: A Review 
of Rese8.rch. 

PERRY, G.A. with :;;. f.TO~J~S, A. HAI\r·i~RSI.EY 

The Tpachers lICln:lbool< to Environmental 
Studie8. 

Collins 1967 

N.F.B.1't.1975 

Blandford PreRS 1968 
(rev.1974) 

RSDMATI, S. with A. BRERTON, P. BOYBS 
An Approach to Primary Science 

SCHOOLS COUNCIL 
Environmental Studies Project: 
A Teachers Guide. 

Mac Millan 1969 

Hart-Davis 1972 

Science 5/13: With Objectives in Mind. 
MacDonqld Educational 1972 

Science 5/13: A Formative Evaluation 
Mac lUllan 1975 



SCHOOL NATURAL SCIENCE SOCIETY 
PrimAry School Science 3~ills. 

S • N • S. S. 1 984 
SHAYBR, M. with P. AD~Y 

Tow8.rds A Science of Science Teaching. 
Heinemann Educational 1981 

SHIP!1A!f, N. 
Assessment in Primary anj Middle Schools 

Croom Helm 1983 
TROOST, J. with H. ALTNAN (ed.) 

Environmental Education: A Sourcebook. 

UNSSCO 
Wiley 1973 

New Trends in Integrated Science Teaching. 
UNESCO 1973 

Trends in EnvironmentAl Education. 
UNESCO (Paris) 1977 

WARING, M. 
SOCiAl Pressures and Curriculum InnovAtion -
A Study of the Nuffir:>ld Foundation Teaching 
Project. 

WARNOCK REPORT 
R~port to the Warnock Committee of 
Enquiry into the 3ducation of 
Handicapped Children and Young People. 

WATTS, D.G. 
Environmental Studies. 

Methuen 1979 

H.M.S.O. 1978 

Routledge & Kegan Paul 1969 
WHYTE, A.V.T. 

Guidelines in Field Studies in 
Environmental Perception. 

WILSON, R. 
The Backgarden Wildlife Sanctuary Book. 

UNESCO 1977 

Astragal 1979 
YOXON, M. (ed.) 

Ecological Studies in Milton Keynes 18; 
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